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The day of sale having arrived, her few into the boat in time. When I arrived at the stake ; but his countenance was rath
“ I’m sure you would do any thing for
goods and chattels were, in due course, Baltimore, I called on some gentlemen, to er pale.
He remained hanging I should me that you could”—
knocked off to the highest bidder.
Un whom I had introductory letters, and they think, from twenty to thirty minutes, and
“ Yes, John, you know I would.”
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
moved, she saw pass from her possession recommended me for a situation ; one was during that time the chambers of death were
JAMES K. REMICH.
££ Well, I thought so, and you don’t
Office on the Main-street--opposite the Meeting-House. article after article, without a murmur, till soon offered, which had been refused by never stiller than the multitude by which he know how long I’ve wanted to talk to you
the constable held up the old family Bible. four young men who were waiting for the was surrounded. Orders were given to cut about it.”
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
Tears flowed, and last bell, and which I accepted—it was the the rope and take him down without letting
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— This was too much.
“ I declare, John, I—-you might have
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which gave silent utterance to a broken heart.— making of me. Haste for the first bell ;
him fall ; this was done, and his body was told me long ago, if you wanted, for I’m
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No She begged the constable to spare her this
accept the first offer, and keep it till you carefully laid on the ground. Shortly after, sure 1 never was angry with you in my
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
memento of her revered and departed pa get a better. Life is short, and he who puts the guard was withdrawn, and the spectators life.”
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for rents ; and the humane man of the law off until the last bell, will, as Farmer Har
were permitted to come forward and view
“ No, you wasn’t ; and I have often felt
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount would willingly have given it to her, but
ris predicts, “ come out at the little end of the corpse, but the crowd was so great that a great mind to, but”—
charged for its insertion.
her inexorable creditor declared every thing the horn.”
it was sometime before 1 could get an op
“ It’s not too late now you know, John.”
should be sold, as he was determined to
Young ladies, I have a word for you. In portunity. When I was let to do this, his
MISCELLANEOUS.
11 Well, Maria, do you think I’m too
have all that was owing him.
the street in which I live, there is a lady coat, vest, and breeches were taken off, and young to get married ?”
[From Alexander’s Weekly Messenger.]
The book was, therefore, put up, and who has been seven years in choosing a his body laid in the coffin—covered by some
“ Indeed I do not, John ; and I know it
about being disposed of for a few shillings, partner for life. She has had several res under clothes—the top of the coffin was not would be a good thing for you too, for eve
The Old Family Bible«
when she suddenly snatched it, and declar pectable offers, but she was waiting for the put on. I viewed the corpse more careful ry body says the sooner young people are
AN INCIDENT FROM REAL LIFE.
ing she would have some relic of those “ last bell,” and she is n >w likely to remain ly than I had ever done that of any human
married the better, when they are prudent
she loved, cut the slender thread that held to the last a belle, for shre is turned of thirty,
Whoever has travelled among the Scot the brown linen cover, with the intention and it is more than probable that she must being before. His face appeared greatly yad inclined to love one another.”
swollen and very black, much resembling
'■ That’s just what I think ; and now, Ma
tish hills and dales, cannot have failed to of retaining it. The cover fell into her
bide her blessedness forever. Now I beseech
observe the scrupulous fidelity of the in hands, and with it, two flat pieces of thin, all of you who may read this sketch,whenev that of a high degree of mortification, it was ria, I do want to get married, and if you’ll
indeed a shocking sight to behold. There just — ”
habitants to the old family Bible. A more dirty paper.
Surprised at the circum er you may feel a disposition to postpone any were at this time standing at the foot of the
“ Indeed I will, John, for you know I
honorable trait of character than this can stance, she examined them, and what was
thing which should be done now, to remem coffin two young men of uncommonly short was always partial to you, and I’ve said so
not be found ; for all men, whether Chris her joy and delight to find they each called
ber the words of Farmer Harris, “ Never stature — I should think not more than four often behind your back.”
tians or infidels, are prone to put reliance for five hundred pounds on the Bank of wait for the last bell.”
feet high. Their dress was the most gaudy
“ Well I declare I’ve all along thought
in those who make the Bible their confi England. On the back of one, in her mo
that I ever beheld, one of them had the you might object, and that’s the reason I’ve
dant. and whose well thumbed pages show ther’s hand writing, were the following
EXECUTION OF ANDRE.
clothes just taken from Andre hanging on been always afraid to ask you.”
the confidence their owners possess in it.
words : i( When sorrow overtaks ye, seek
££ Object ! no, I’d die first; you may ask
A few years ago their dwelt in Arye- yer Bible.” And on the other, in her fa
Many anecdotes respecting what took his arm—I took particular pains to learn
shire an ancient couple, possessing of this ther’s hand—“ Yer Father's ears are nev place during the Revolutionary War, have who they were, and was informed that they of me just any thing you please.”
“ And vou’ll grant it ?”
world’s gear sufficient to keep them inde er deaf”
been published in some of our newspapers were his servants sent up from New York
to take care of his clothes, but what other
“I will.”
pendent from want or woe, and a canny
The sale was immediately stopped, and within a few years past.—I recollect one business I did not learn.
il Then, Maria, I want you to pop the
daughter to bless their grey hairs and tot the family Bible given to its faithful owner. headed —‘ The Funeral of Major John An
I turned to take a view of the executioner question for me to Mary Sullivan, for—”
tering steps. A gallant of a farmer be The furniture sold was readily offered to dre,’ but it partook more of fiction, than any
who was still standing by one of the posts of
“ What !”
came enamoured of the daughter, and she, her by those who had purchased, which thing that actually occurred at bis funeral.
the
gallows.
I
walked
nigh
enough
to
him
to
“ Eh !”
nothing loath, consented to be his. As she gladly took back. Having paid off her
It must be well known to you and to the
“ Do you love Mary Sullivan ?”
the match was every way worthy of her, relentless creditor to the uttermost farthing, public generally, that Major Andre was ta have laid my hand upon his shoulder, and
“ O, indeed I do with all my heart !”
the old folks consented, and as they were and rented a small house in the village of ken, tried, condemned, and executed, as a looked him directiy in the face. He ap
“ I always thought vou was a fool.”
desirous to eee their bairn comfortable, the --------- , she placed the balance of her mon spy from the British army, at that time sta peared to be about twenty-five years of age,
“ Eh
two were made one. In a few short years ey in such a way as to receive interest e- tioned in New York, October 2d, 1/80. I —his beard of two or three week’s growth
et I say you’re a fool, and you’d better
the scythe of time cut down the old people, nough to keep her comfortable, and is now was at that time an artificer in Col. Jedu- and his whole face covered, with what ap
and they gave their bodies to the dust and able to enjoy the precepts of the old fami tn.an Baldwin’s regiment, a part of which peared to me, to be blacking taken from the go home, your mother wants you ! O, you
outside of a greasy pot. A more frightful —you—you—stupid !” exclaimed the mor
their souls to the Creator.
ly Bible without fear or molestation. Her was stationed within a short distance of the
The young farmer having heard much lime and attention are devoted to the bring spot where Andre suffered. One of our looking being I never beheld, his whole tified Maria in a shrill treble, and she gave
of the promised land beyond the sea, gath ing up of her bright blue-eyed Alice, and men, (I believe his name was Armstrong,) countenance bespoke him to be a fit instru poor John a slap on the cheek that sent
ered together his duds, and selling such as if the happy smiles of the countenance may being one of the oldest and best workmen ment for the business he had long been do him reeling? It was noonday, and yet
Wishing to see the closing of the John declares he saw myriads of stars flash
were useless, packed up those calculated be considered as an index of the heart and at his trade in the regiment, was selected to ing.
to be of service to him, at his new home. mind, little Alice bids fair to be a shining make his coffin, which he performed and whole business, I remained upon the spot ing all around him, more than he ever saw
Some neighbors, having the same itching star in the community of which she at pres painted black, agreeably to the custom in until scarce twenty persons were left, but before in the night time. Poor Maria
the coffin was still beside the grave, which
for adventure, sold off their homes and ent forms but a unit.
those times.
“ Never told her love,
But let concealment, like a worm in the bud,
homesteads, and with the young couple set
At this time, Andre was confined in what had previously been dug. I now returned
At the meeting house in the centre of
to rny tent, with my mind deeply imbued
Prey on her damask cheek.”
sail for America.
the village, may be seen every Sunday, sit was called a Dutch church, a small stone
Possessed of considerable property in ting about half way up the south aisle, a building with only one door,*and only guar with the shocking scene I had been called
Thus, alas, how often are the gems of
the shape of “ siller,” this company were lady about thirty years of age dressed in ded by six sentinels. When the hour ap to witness.
young affection cast away ! For it is but
not like the generality of emigrants, poor deep mourning, with a face glowing with pointed for his execution arrived, which I
too true, as David Crocket beautifully ex
[From the New-Orleans Picayune.]
and friendless, but happy, and full of hope the beauty of holiness, but on whom may believe was two o’clock, P. M.,a guard of
presses it,
of the future. The first thing done after be seen deep traces of passed sorrow. At three hundred men was paraded at the place
“ The course of true love never did run smooth 1”
A Leap Tear Story.
the landing was, the taking out the old i the public house in the same place, and at of his confinement. A kind of procession
family heir loom, and returning thanks andj the same time, may also be seen a being in was then formed by placing the guard in sin
Popping the Question.—“ But why
Another Befaleation I
praise to Hirn who had guided the barque J the garb of man, bloated, and sotting over gle file on each side of the road; Io front, don't you get married?” said a bouncing
Jesse
Hoyt,Collector of New York, the
to a safe haven.
the poisoning bowl. The one is the pos were a large number of American officers of girl, with a laughing eye, to a smooth-faced,
As the farmer’s object in coming to this sessing widow, the other the professing high rank, on horse back ; these were fol innocent-looking youth, who blushed up to successor of the notorious Swartwout, has
£ followed in the footsteps of his illustrious
country was to purchase a farm and follow neighbor.
lowed by the wagon containing Andre’s the eyes at the question.
predecessor’—resigned his office to escape
bis occupation, but little time was spent in
coffin—then a large number of officers on
11 Well, I—” said the youth, slopping being turned out, carrying with him the
the city he had arrived in, and as his fel
[From the Albany Daily Advertiser.]
foot with Andre in their midst. The pro short with a gasp, and fixing his eyes upon money of the Government to the amount of
cession moved slowly up a moderately ri vacancy with a puzzled and foolish expres TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND DOL
low passengers had previously determined
The Last Bell.
on their destination, he bid them farewell,
sing hill, I should think about a fourth of a sion.
LARS ! !
It was a beautiful morning in the month mile to the west. On the top was a field
and with a light heart turned his face to
“ Well, go on, you what ?” said the fair
It has been stated that for some time past
wards the setting sun. Indiana at this time of May 1825, I was sitting by the side of without any enclosure, in this was a very cross-questioner, almost imperceptibly in there has been a difficulty between Mr.
was settling fast, and having heard of its Helen Harris, the only girl I ever loved, high gallows, made by setting up two poles clining nearer to the young man. “ Now
Hoyt & Mr. Woodbury, the Secretary of the
cheap and fertile lands, he determined on and I believe the only girl that ever loved or crotches, laying a pole on the top.—The just tell me right straight out, you what ?”
Treasury, relative to certain fees and emol
me—any how, she was the only one that wagon that contained the coffin was drawn
settling within its borders.
“ Why, I—O, pshaw, I don’t know 1”
uments which Mr. Hoyt claimed, and re
On the banks of the Wabash he fixed ever told me so. We were sitting in the directly under the gallows. In a short time
“ You do, I say you do know, come, I fused to pay over to the Government. The
on a farm, and having paid cash for one piazza of her father’s house about a quarter Andre stepped into the hind end of the wa want to know.”
N. York Express gives the following state
half, gave a mortgage for the balance, pay of a mile from the landing-place, waiting for gon-then on his coffin—took off his hat
“ O, I can’t tell you”—
ment respecting the affair.
the
bell
of
the
steamboat
to
warn
me
of
the
and laid it down ; then placed his hands
able in one. year.
Having stocked his
“ I say you can.
Why you know I’ll
1st. Il is supposed Mr. Hoyt declines
farm, and put seed in the ground, he rested moment that was to part “ my love and upon his hips and walked very uprightly never mention it, and you may tell me of paying over to the Treasury the monies
me.
”
It
came
to
pass,
in
the
course
of
my
back and forth, as far as the length of his course, you know, for havn’t 1 always been
from his labor, and patiently awaited the
which he has received from various houses
time when he might go forth to reap the history, that, in order to accumulate a little coffin would permit, at the same time cast your friend ?”
in the way of compromises for suits which
harvest; but alas ! no ears of grain gladden of this world’s gear, that I might be the bet ing bis eyes upon the pole over his head,
“ Well, you have, I know,” replied the he was about to commence, the particulars
ed bis heart or rewarded his toil. The ter prepared to encounter the demand of and the whole scenery, by which he was sur beleagured youth.
of which we have before given.
The
fever of the country attacked him, and at matrimony, I was destined to cross the blue rounded. He was dressed in what I should
f‘ And I’m sure I always thought you lik ground of this refusal is said to be, that he
Chesapeake,
and
seek
in
the
metropolitan
call
a
complete
British
uniform;
his
coat
the time when the fields were white with
ed me,” went on the maiden in tender and is not certain as to the legality of the pro
the fulness of the laborer’s skill, death call city the wherewithal so much desired. How was of the brightest scarlet faced or trimmed mellow accents.
ceeding, and he may be compelled to repay
ed him home, and left his disconsolated wife many swains have been compelled like me, with a most beautiful green; his under
“ O, I do, upon my word—yes, indeed I the money. Although he had the opinion
to
leave
home,
and
the
girl
they
loved,
in
clothes, or vest and breeches, were a bright do Maria,” said the unsophisticated youth,
a widow, and his only child an orphan.
of the Attorney General some year and a
We leave this first sorrow, and pass on search of gold, and how many have been buff, very similar to those worn by military very warmly, and he found that Maria had
half since, that the compromises were legal,
disappointed
1
But
to
the
piazza.
to witness the struggles of the afflicted wid
officers in Connecticut at the present day ; unconsciously placed her hand in his open
yet Mr. Hoyt exercises justly a prudent dis
Well,
we
were
sitting
in
the
piazza
and
ow a year afterwards. The time having
he had a long and beautiful head of hair, palm.
trust of the opinion of that functionary.
We which agreeably to the fashion was wound
arrived when the mortgage was to be paid, talking of our love, separation, &c.
Then there was a silence.
This sum amounts to nearly one hundred
were
waiting
for
the
unwelcome
sound
of
the
she borrowed the money of a neighbor
with a black ribbon and hung down his
“ And then—well, John ?” said Maria, thousand dollars, received from eight En
who had been very attentive to her hus steamboat bell, and you may rely on it, we back. All eyes were upon him, and it is dropping her eyes to the ground.
glish houses alone. How much the French
band and herself, one who knelt at the talked fast, and abbreviated our words into not believed that any officer in the British
“ Eh ! Oh—well ?” said John, dropping merchants may have paid has not leaked
such
ragged
sentences
that
nobody
else
could
same table with her to renew their profess
army, placed in his situation, would have his eyes and Maria’s hand at the same mo out.
ed obligations to the giver of all good.— understand them. The first bell rung and appeared better than this unfortunate man. ment.
2d. It is rumored that the ground of the
Hard and patiently did she toil to repay the I sprung to my feet and trembled like an
Not many minutes after he took his stand
“ I’m pretty sure you love somebody, non-payment of certain monies is, that suits
sum against the promised time; but all aspen. “ Oh, George, wait till the last bell upon the coffin, the executioner stepped in John ; in fact,” said Maria, assuming again
have been brought against Mr. Hoyt by
would not do ; fortune frowned, and she rings,” said Helen, as the big bright tears to the wagon with a halter in his hand, one a tone of raillery,“ I know you’re in love,
merchants for over-charges in duties on
came
over
her
blue
eyes.
“
Do
no
such
gave way to her accumulated troubles.—
end of which was what the soldiers called a and John why don’t you tell me all about it goods, and until these suits are settled, Mr.
Disheartened and distracted, she relin thing,” answered the hoarse voice of Mr. hangman’s knot, which br? attempted to put at once ?”
Hoyt contends that he has a right to retain
quished her farm and the stock for less Harris, as he rose like a spectre from the over the head and around the neck of An
“ Well, 1”—.
the
money. These sums are said to amount
than she owed her Christian neighbor, who, cellar, where he had been packing away his dre, but by a sudden movement of his hand
“ Well, 1! O, you silly mortal, what is to about fifty thousand dollars.
not satisfied with that, put an execution on cider. “ George, never wait for the last this was prevented. Andre then took off there to be afraid of?”
3d. The act of Congress, directs the col
bell.” I was off like a deer, and I arrived the handkerchief from his neck, unpinned
her furniture.
“ O, it aint because I’m afraid of any lector to keep an account of the fees and
On the Sabbath previous to the sale, at the steamboat merely in time to go on his shirt collar, and deliberately took the thing at all, and I’ll—well now Maria, 1
emoluments of the office, and after deduct
she took courage, and strengthening herself board before she was pushed off from the end of the halter, put it over his head, and will tell you.”
ing the amount of his salary from the emol
wharf.
with the knowledge of having wronged no
placed the knot directly under his right ear
“ Well, now John ?”
uments, to pay over the balance to the
My career in search of pelf has in a de and drew it very snugly to his neck; he
Il J_ D
one, went to the temple of her Father, and
Treasury.
Mr. Hoyt, il is said, has
gree
been
successful
;
but
1
believe
had
not
with a heart filled with humanity and love,
then took from his coat pocket a handker
“ Eh ?”
kept separate accounts of the fees and
« ]_ „
poured out her soul to Him 11 who turneth the old farmer told me “ never to wait till chief and tied it over his eyes. This done
of the emoluments and paid over the
not away,” and having communed side by the last bell,” that I should now have been the officer that commanded, (his name I
“ Yes.”
latter, deducting the amouut of his salary,
side, with her Christian neighbor, returned as poor as on the morning that farewell shiv have forgotten,) spoke in rather a loud
a I am in love!—now don't tell—you
ered from my lips upon the heart of my voice and said that his arms must be tied. wont, will you ?” said John, violently seiz and pocketed the whole of the fees. The
to her desolate home.
Any person who has lived Andre at once pulled down the handker ing Maria by the hand, and looking in her Secretary claims that the fees should be paid
Here her fortitude had like to have for lovely Helen.
over, but Mr. Hoyt declines. The amount
saken her, but seeing the ££ old family Bi at a hotel even for a single day, knows the chief he had just tied over his eyes, and face with a most imploring expression.
in this case is reported at forty thousand dol
danger
of
waiting
for
the
last
bell.
—
I
did
ble,” she reverently put it to her lips, and
drew from his pocket a second one, and
“ Why, of course you know, John, I’ll lars.
sought for consolation from its pages.— it once, and lost my dinner. The first gave to the executioner, and then replaced never breathe a word of it—you know I
The whole amount, therefore, in dispute
Slowly she perused its holy and inspiring stroke of the dinner bell has always since his handkerchief. His arms were tied just wont, don’t you, John ?” This was spoken
between
the Collector and Mr. Woodbury,
found
me
at
the
table.
For
six
months
I
verses, and gathered hope from its never
above the elbows and,behind his back ; the in a mellow whisper, and the cherry lips
not far from two hundred thousand dol
failing promises, and while the tears flowed was a clerk, and my never waiting for the rope was then made fast to.the pole over of Maria were so near John’s ear when is
lars.
last bell secured for me the affections of my head.
freely, her heart seemed to say—
The wagon was very suddenly she spoke, that had he turned his head to
Hoyt is out of office and this, of course, is
employer, who offered me a partnership, drawn from under the gallows, which to look at her there might have occurred an
“ Within this holy book I trace
the end of his account. Like all defaulters
which I accepted, and in every instance gether with the length of rope gave him a
The life of Christ, his wondrous grace,
exceedingly dangerous collision.
who have preceded him he is probably ir
,His anxious care and holy love,
when the bell rung, 1 was ready.
most tremendous swing back and forth, but
££ Well, Maria,” said John, ££ I’ve told responsible, and his bondsmen, whoever
Not earth’s, not mine, but Heaven above.
I
had
almost
forgotten
to
tell
you
that
in
a
few
minutes
he
hung
entirely
still.
The path is clear, the track is sure,
Helen Harris is my wife, and she will During the whole transaction he appeared you now, and so you shall know all about they may be, are without doubt, as worth
Why wait I then, these pangs endure ;
it. I have always thought a great deal of less as himself. Truly may it be said that
never
repent the morning I took her father to be as little daunted as Mr. John Rog you,
O, grant my God my life may be
and”-—
the administration has expired in “ a blaze
Sincere and prayerful, Lord, to thee.”
’ at his word, and ran over the field to get ers, when he was about to be burnt at
i£ Yes, John.”
of glory.”
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Thursday, march 18. ¡ the number of Representatives must be ap.
Bill to set off part of Scarborough to Saco,' portioned at 200, before the question of in
FOREIGN NT E W S
IVIAIJW
was read a third time.
crease or diminution can be submitted to the
Mr. D. Dunn moved to postpone the bill people :—that the mode of amending the
JSrrival of the Caledonia.
indefinitely. The petition was read. Mr. D. I constitution as to the number of Represen
IN SENATE.
Twenty-two days later from England. |
proceeded to oppose the bill al great length.
FRIDAY, MARCH 12.
Mr. Miller said it had been urged as an ar tatives is different from the ordinary mode
The Steam-packet Caledonia, Capt. Mc-i On motion of Mr. Parsons, Messrs. Par
gument
against this bill that it had been be of making amendments.
,,
i
-ii
.1
Kellar, arrived at Boston on Saturday after-1 sons, Freeman
Mr. Morrison said this apportionment
and Merrill wete appointed
fore the Legislature so many years unsuc
noon in sixteen days from Liverpool, hav-; a committee to receive, sort and count the
cessfully. It was worth while to inquire why report does not rest on the authority of the
ing left there on the 4lh. We learn by i' votes for a Major General of the 9lh Divis
the petition had been so often rejected.—In committee alone ; an order passed the House
1838 the committee reported in favor of the unanimously on the 11th Feb., with the con
the Atlas Extra that the news from England ion of Militia, in concurrence with the
MONDAY, MARCH 22.
is not important. The intelligence of the House, who having attended to that duty,
Petitions of inhabitants of Somerset, for bill, and it was passed by the House and de currence of the other branch, directing the
suspension of the Philadelphia banks had reported as follows: —
the removal of Charles Greene, Judge of feated in the Senate. In 1839 an order of committee io apportion 200 Representa
notice was granted. In 1840 leave to with
just reached Liverpool by the packet ol the
Probate, were referred in concurrence with draw
22
Whole number of votes
was granted, and some of the commit tives and 31 Senators. Mr. M. proceeded
8th ult., but bad not reached London. It
the House, and Messrs Ingalls and Shaw tee told the petitioners that they would set to oppose the passage of the order.
12
iNecessary to a choice
was announced without comment in the
were added on the part of the Senate.
The order was refused a passage by the
them off, but that they could not spare their
Joseph C. Stevens of Bangor had 14
Liverpool papers and it is impossible to
following
vote :
votes
in
the
County
of
Cumberland.
This
Charles W. Piper had
7
TUESDAY, MARCH 23.
judge of the effect it has produced.
throws some light on the reasons why the
Yeas—York—Bartlett, Bragdon, Brooks,
1
Caleb Burbank
The Senate1 proceeded, on motion ol Mr. bill in 1838, after passing the House, was de
fhe Liverpool cotton market was dull.
Joseph C. Stevens, having a majority of Burbank, to the consideration of the bill feated in the Senate. Mr. M. made some ex Dam, Deering, Huff, Jones, McDonald,
From China there is nothing of much
Paine, Tuck,—&c.—67.
granting an appropriation to Waterville planations as to the size of the two towns—
consequence. The over-land mail had not ali the votes, was declared duly elected.
Nays—91.
Ari act to set off a part of the town of College. Mr. Daveis spoke in favor of the Scarborough is the largest in territory. As
arrived when the steamer left. From Sy
to
paupers,
the
number
residing
on
this
strip
Scarborough
and
annex
the
same
to
Saco,
bill, was followed by Mr. Hammons, who
ria, Egypt, and Turkey, the news still
TUESDAY, MARCH 23.
proposed to be set off, is more than their
propounded certain questions to Mr. Daveis proportion of the paupers in Scarborough.
wears a’pacific aspect. — Mehemet Ali, una passed to be engrossed.
Resolve for the appointment of a Board
in relation to Bowdoin College, which Mr. It has been objected that the petitioners if of Commissioners to settle certain claims
ble to resist the Allied Powers, appears dis
SATURDAY, MARCH 13.
D. replied to. The debate was further con set off-to York will have to go further to between individuals and the State, was read,
posed to put the best face upon affairs, and
Bill for the relief of the insane poor, came tinued by Messrs. Eaton, Burbank^ Lane, Courts. But in the first place, these petition laid on the table and 400 copies ordered to
to submit with the best possible grace to an
back from the House amended, and passed Hammons and Parsons —an amendment to ers have very little business at Courts, except be printed.
unpleasant necessity.
to
be engrossed ; the Senate receded from the Resolves, and on motion of Mr. Sewall as witnesses and jurors, and in the second
The news,.so far as it goes, is pacific.
Bill providing for the election of certain
place, the terms of Courts in York are much
There is, certainly, nothing that would their former vote and passed the bill to be the Resolves and the amendments were laid shorter than in Cumberland, and the expenses, county officers was again taken up. After
engrossed
as
amended,
in
concurrence
with
upon the table.
seem at all to threaten the present amicable
of attending Court would probably not be some discussion the House insisted on its
—
relations of the European Powers. In the the House.
more than half so much as in Cumberland. former vote and appointed conferees—yeas
Passed to be engrossed—Resolve in favor
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Mr. M. explained the inconveniences to which 82, nays 56.
House of Commons, on Monday, Lord
FRIDAY, MARCH 12.
the petitioners are subject in Scarborough,
For the purpose of recording the yeas
Palmerston said that he saw nothing which of the town of Limington.
The Speaker being absent, the Hoose which would be remedied by setting them and nays Mr. Dunn of Poland, moved to
in his apprehension, was likely to lead to
MONDAY, MARCH 15.
was called to order by the Clerk, and, on off to Saco.
reconsider. The question on reconsidera
the disturbance ol pacific relations betweeh
Mr. Bryant followed on the same side. tion was decided in the negative—yeas 55,
The resolve in favor of James B. Cahoon motion of Mr. Dorrance, Messrs. Dorrance,
France and England.
The distance of schools from the petitioners
The Liverpool Mail blusters and talks of et als. came up from the House recommitted. McDonald, McLellan, Burrill and J. M. is now too great to admit of their sending nays 96, as follows : —
Mr. Lane offered the following as a substi Littlefield were appointed to receive, sort
War but is entitled to no attention. It is tute : —
Yeas—York—Messrs. Bryant, Dow,
their children. They are accustomed to hire
and count the votes for Speaker pro tem.
particularly vindictive against this country.
“ Resolved, That no suit shall be com Having attended to that duty the Committee the privilege of schools in Saco.—If set off to Goldthwait, Miller, Prime, Rogers, Tucker,
Saco, there can be formed three convenient W entworth}&c.—56.
Dreadful Shipwreck.—The ship Gov. menced against James B. Cahoon, as Treas
school districts, which will accommodate all
Nays—York—Messrs. Bartlett, Brackett,
Fenner, Andrews, from Liverpool for Mo urer, and his sureties on their bond, on ac reported
concerned. Many of the farms are now di Bragdon, Brooks, Dam, Deering, Frost,
159
Whole number of votes
bile, with steerage passengers and a cargo count of the said Cahoon’s taking the notes
vided by the town and county lines, so that
80
Necessary to a choice
of iron, was run down off Holy Head about of Parker & Co. in December, 1838, in part
the houses of some of the inhabitants are in Huff, Jones, J. M. Littlefield, McDonald,
payment
for
one
hundred
and
seventy
thous

86
Reuel
Washburn
had
2 o’clock on the morning of the 20th ult. by
one county, and their barns in the other. Paine, Tuck,&c.—96.
and dollars of Maine State Stock, negotiated
60
John T. Paine
“
the steamer Nottingham, and 122 persons with said Parker & Co. for the State, the said
Mr. B. made various explanations as to the
Messrs. Washburn, J. Olis and Paine
3
I. R. Chadbourne “
lines and other points involved in the ques were appointed conferees.
were lost.
Cahoon having acted in perfect good faith
3
tion.
He
said
it
is
due
to
the
inhabitants
and
J. M. Littlefield
McLeod. — It was rumored in Paris at towards the State, and conducted the busi
to the Legislature to pass this bill.
the latest dates that the French Cabinet was ness with common prudence and discretion, Seth Nelson 1, O. B. Dorrance 1, Wm. M.
JOSHUA A. LOWELL
The debate was continued by Messrs. Bry
disposed to offer her mediation to arrange and in the opinion of the Legislature no blame Bryant 1, Solomon Brooks 1, Scattering 3. ant and Deering in favor of the bill, and Lar
A
memorial
has been presented to the
— And that Reuel Washburn was elected
our McLeod dispute with the United Stales. or liability attaches to him.”
Governor and Council by citizens and legal
rabee against it.
Speaker
pro
tern.
The
Report
was
accept

On
motion
of
Mr.
Davies
the
resolve
was
By letters received by the Caledonia, it
The House refused to postpone indefinite voters of the Hancock and Washington Con
ed.
gressional District on the subject of Mr. Lowly by the following vote :
seems that the drafts of the U. S, Bank ordered to lie on the table.
_ll),
.,1,,™.!,^.. to Congress.-The
Tha jmemorial
mofiinrin I wn<]
Bill for relief of insane poor came back
yeas
—
YorK—Dragoon,
17am, Frost,
rrosi, Huff,
nwuJ ell
’s election
wag
Y
eas
—
York
Bragdon,
Dam,
have been accepted.
TUESDAY, MARCH 16.
from the Senate amended. The House non Jones, L. Littlefield, J. M. Littlefield, McDon referred to a committee of the Council, who
The news from Madrid, which conies
Passed to be enacted —Bill to reduce the
made a detailed report, setting out the facts
ald, Paine, Rogers, Tuck, &c.—70.
down to the 22d, continues to be destitute capital stock ot the Calais Bank ; to reduce concurred and insisted.
Nays—York—Brackett, Bryant, Deering, in the case. On a full consideration of these
of interest.
slock of the Merchants’ and Traders’ Bank,
SATURDAY, MARCH 13.
Dow, Goldthwait, Kimball, Miller, Prime, facts, we do not hesitate to say that Mr. Low
(Portland); do. capital stock Central Bank,
ell is not only not entitled to the seat, but
Bill to promote literary exchanges be Tucker, Wentworth, &c.—99.
Florida.
((Hallowell.)
that a gross political fraud has been practised
tween Maine and foreign countries was re
Mr. D. Dunn asked the yeas and nays on in this case.
Our last intelligence from the l{ seat of
the
passage
of
the
bill
;
ordered,
31
in
the
ported, laid on the table and 500 copies or
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17.
We proceed to lay before our readers some
war” was, that a considerable force under
affirmative, 91 against.
of the facts as exhibited by the report. Mr.
Mr. Cutler asked and obtained leave to lay dered to be printed.
Capt. Barnum, had marched from Fort
Mr. J. Larrabee moved to refer the bill to Lowell, it will be remembered, was declared
Passed to be engrossed—Bills—to reduce
Russell, in pursuit of the Indians, whom upon the table certain resolutions in relation capital stock ot Calais, Manufacturers’ & the next Legislature, and asked the yeas and elected
by only one vote.
to
the
disobedience
of
the
Hon,
Reuel
Wil

Lieut. Albertis had attacked, and by whom, liams of the resolutions of instructions, which Traders’ and Central Banks, and bill to reg nays ; not ordered. Motion negatived, 53 to
“To reach this result,it appears that 12
94.
after a sharp conflict, he had been compel passed the Legislature some time since. The ulate the jurisdiction and proceedings of
The bill was passed to be engrossed, yeas votes given in Springfield, in Penobscot
led to seek refuge at Fort Russell, his re resolutions were once read and Mr. Lane Courts of Probate.
County, by persons residing in an adjacent
96,
nays 57.
turn to his own post, Fort Brooke, being moved that they lay on the table and 500 cop
plantation in the County of Washington, for
cut off. The St. Augustine news of the ies be printed for the use of the Legislature.
Joseph C. Noyes were rejected. The reasons
MONDAY, MARCH 15.
FRIDAY, MARCH 19.
Mr. Burbank proposed 600 copies, which
7th inst. gives the subjoined report from the
Passed to be engrossed—Resolve in favor
Mr. Carey called up his order providing given for this rejection are, that no precept
was accepted by Mr. Lane. This motion of town of Knox ; hill to incorporate the Os for an examination into the doings of the had been issued to the town of Springfield,
expedition ol Capt. Barnum :
prevailed.
sipee agricultural society.
Commercial Bank of Bangor, and inquire! and no article in the warrant had relation to
“ Information reached here last evening,
Mr. Thomas, from the committee on banks
whether that Bank has issued its bills since the election of a member of Congress, and
that an express arrived at Pilatka, from and banking, reported a bill in relation to
that Springfield, when the votes were so reTUESDAY, MARCH 16.
it had leave to give up its charter, &c.
Foit Russell, on the night of the 4‘.h, bring banks.
Mr. J. Olis moved to refer the order to the! ceived was not within said District. It also
Report
of
the
Land
Agent
in
reply
to
the
Mr. Merrill proposed an amendment, which several questions propounded in an order pre committee on Banks and Banking.
ing intelligence that Capt. Barnum, with
• ’ appears by examination of the voles counted
and allowed, that sixty-nine votes for J. A.
one hundred men, (including nine mounted,) limited the amount for which any stockhold sented by Mt. Morse, Feb. 26.
A long debate ensued.
The motion to refer prevailed as follows : Lowell, and thirty-five for J. C. Noyes given
came op with the Indians at the heau of er should be liable as principal and endorser
Mr. Morse moved tri print 1000 copies.
in the Plantation of Presque Isle, were count
Yeas 84—Nays 72.
Orange Lake, and commenced an attack to five per cent, of the capital. This amend
Mr. Andrews asked the reasons.
was rejected.
Bill to determine the size of potato barrels, ed
< and all allowed. By the records then and
Mr.
Morse
said
that
the
document
should
upon them. Capt. B. had placed the nine ment
An amendment was offered to strike out
was indefinitely postponed, on motion ol inow on file in the Executive Department, it
mounted men in ambush, as a reserve, and that portion of the bill limiting the liabilities go among the people.
appears that the said Plantation, as organized
Mr. Andrews asked then why not print e- Mr. Strout
led on the others ; but finding the Indians in of all the stockholders and directors to one
Resolve providing for the election of cer under the Act of October 2, 1840, includes
nough
for
all
the
people
?
Why
print
it
?
such a body, he made a signal hr the third of the capital.
tain county officers came from the Senate a- two townships in the Penobscot and Somer
Mr. White moved 4000.
Mr. Merrill called for the yeas and nays
mounted men to come up. No sooner was
Mr. Morse did not want so many printed. mended and referred to the people to vote set Districts Nos. 12 and 13 in Range 3d. By
which proceeding the twelve votes given by
the signal made, when the Indians having upon this question, which were ordered, and He thought a thousand would supply each upon at the next September election.
Mr. Paine rose to address the House, but residents, and for aught that it appears, quali
cut off these men from the main body, fired the amendment, after some discussion, was town with one and also the presses.
2 to 21.
Mr. Dunn of Poland, said he believed that, gave way for a motion to adjourn, and the fied electors, living in the District, were re
upon them, killing six, and the other three negatived
Many other amendments were offered, under our practice, members should pay House adjourned.
jected because deposited in a place out of the
retreated to the fort, being wounded.
The some of which were adopted and some reject
District, and the votes of residents out of the
from their own pockets for documents to
express was immediately sent off to Pilatka, ed. The bill was then laid on the table.
District were counted, because given in at a
SATURDAY, MARCH 20.
send among the people.
without knov'ing any thing farther.
The
Resolve in favor of James B. Cahoon was place within the District.”
Mr.
Bryant
of
Kennebunk
said
this
was
a
THURSDAY, MARCH 18.
wounded men stale that Capt. B. was still
Another specification is that no return was
very important document, and should be gen- taken up and the amendment of the Senate
Mr. Daveis from the joint select comm ittee
fighting.
adopted, and the resolve passed by the fol made from Dedham, and no evidence was
■
erally
circulated.
produced that any warrant was sent to that
u Capt. Carr, 2d dragoons, with one hun who had under consideration so much of
Mr. McDonald believed that, until the lowing vote :—
Governor’s message as relates to the N. House was acquainted with the report, no
town or that any election had taken place
dred men, was sent out from Pilatka a few the
Y
eas
—
York
—
Messrs.
Bartlett,
Brackett,
E. Boundary, and also Resolutions of differ
The memorial states “ that no war
days previous, and returned shortly after the ent States upon the same subject, made a re more copies should be printed than were suf Bryant, Dow, Goldthwait, Kimball, McDon there.
ald, Miller, Paine, Prime, Tuck, Tucker, rant was ever received by the inhabitants of
express had arrivedFort Russell. He port, accompanied by resolves, which was ficient to supply the members.
that town.”
Mr. Dorrance said that the matter publish Wentworth, &c.—107.
immediately supplied his men with provis ordered to lie on the table, and one thousand
Another fact is of a still grosser character,
ed contained in the report, was important to
N
ays
—
York
—
Messrs.
Bragdon,
Dam,
Deer

ions, and started for Capt. B.’s battle ground. copies be printed.
and is thus stated in the report:
the public, and be hoped 4000 copies would ing, Frost, Huff, Jones, &c.—32.
Mr. Eaton from the apportionment com- be printed.
It is impossible to give the particulars un
“ It appears that a certain paper purporting
On motion of Mr. Miller of Hollis, the com
der such a circumstance.
There is no. mittee submitted Resolves prescribing the
4000 copies were ordered to be printed.
mittee on Valuation was ordered to transfer on the outside to be a return of votes from
number
of
Representatives
and
Senators,
and
knowing the loss, as yet, that Capt. B. has
Adjourned.
from the valuation of the town of Scarboro’ the town of Charlotte, but which contains no
the manner in which they shall be apportion
met with.”
to the valuation of the town of Saco, the polls name of any place on the inside, but says“at
ed, which were once read, ordered to lie on
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17.
and estates of the individuals residing upon a legal meeting of the inhabitants of the town
the table and one thousand copies be printed.
in the County of
’’and
Resolves for promoting international ex the “ Patent Strip,” so called, which has been of
The Norfolk Beacon learns by an arrival
Resolves finally passed—In favor of town
following the usual form, states the votes
there from Mayagüez, P. R., that from 6000 of Limington—in favor of J. Merrill et als.— changes with foreign countries, were read a set off from Scarboro’ to Saco.
to 7000 persons were rendered houseless and in favor of town of Knox—in favor of Passa- third lime, and on the question of engross
Passed to be enacted—Bill to set off part of were “ for Joshua A. Lowell sixty three.”
[Signed]
ment, Mr. D. Dunn called tor the yeas Scarboro’ to Saco.
homeless, and exposed to suffering and pri maquoddy Indians.
BENJ. A. GARDNER, ) Se!ectrnen
vation, by the late destructive fire at that
Bill to set off part of Scarboro’ to Saco,
Passed to be enacted—An act to set off and nays, which were taken and the resolves
WILLIAM R. MAHAN,
place. A church, a prison, and one or two Moses Hubbard from Berwick to South-Ber- refused a passage—Yeas 53, Nays 107.
came back from the Senate amended ; the
INCREASE FISHER, )
Mr. Paine offered an order that the Appor' House concurred and referred the bill to be
houses were standing as beacons to point wick—an act to incorporate the town of Cas
tionment Committee be discharged from the1 engrossed.
Attest: BENJ. A. GARDNER, Town Clerk.
where the city of Mayagüez once stood. co.
further consideration of proposing certain1
The total loss was estimated at 84,000,000.
Bill in relation to county officers was taken
These votes were allowed and counted.
questions to the Judges of the Supreme Ju’ up. After some remarks from Messrs. Wash On the eleventh of February 1841, the Secre
FRIDAY, MARCH 19.
burn, Delesdernier and J. Otis, the subject tary of State received from Benjamin A.
The McLeod Affair.—We are hapOn motion of Mr. Burbank, the Senate dicial Court. Passage refused.
Mr. P. offered the following order—
was then laid on the table. Adj.
py to say, says the N. Y. Courier, that the1 went into Committee of the Whole, on the
Gardner-, Town Clerk of Charlotte, what he
Ordered, That the Justices of the Supreme
calls a duplicate of rhe record of votes given
personal relations between Mr. Fox, the bill to divorce Elias D. and Mary A. B. Pierce.
MONDAY,
MARCH
22.
Judicial
Court
be
requested
to
give
an
opin

in at said election in that town, and he slates
British minister, and Mr. Webster, are of Mr. Daveis was called to the Chair. Mr. Vose ion to this House upon the following ques
Mr.
Lindsey
called
up
the
petitions
for
the
the most friendly nature ; and that both of went at length into an argument against the tion : “ When it appears from enumeration removal of Charles Greene, Judge of Pro iu this last certificate, that the votes were for
bill, and was replied to by Mr. Burbank. Af
A. Lowell sixty-two, Joseph C. Noyes
them have distinctly said within the last ter which the committee rose, reported pro of the inhabitant^ of the State, that the num bate for Somerset County, and they were Joshua
twenty-nine. By this certified copy of the
few days, that there is not the slightest gress and asked leave to sit again.
ber of Representatives by the rule prescribed read, and Mr. L. moved to refer them to a record, it appears, that the former return was
probability of any thing occurring to disturb
Once read and to-morrow assigned—act to by the Constitution, Article 4, part 1, section Joint Select Committee consisting of the incorrect in the number of votes given for
the amicable relations between England and incorporate the Great Falls and South-Ber 3“ will exceed 200, is it the meaning of the delegation from Somerset, on the part of Mr. Lowell, and that the twenty-nine given
Constitution, that a new apportionment shall
for Mr. Noyes were totally omitted.—If the
the United States. The visit of Mr. Crit wick Branch Rail Road Co.
be made previously to submitting to the peo the House.
votes of that town had been correctly return
tenden to Lock port, is more for the pur
Mr.
Paine
called
up
an
order
offered
by
ple
the
question
‘
whether
the
number
of
SATURDAY, MARCH 20.
ed and counted, it is certain that no choice
pose of exhibiting a proper interest in the
Representatives
shall
be
increased
or
dimin

him
a
few
days
since
for
propounding
a
ques

Read once and Wednesday assigned—In
was made of any person to represent said
trial of McLeod, than to make any demand addition
tion to the Justices of the Supreme Court, District.”
to an act to establish the Maine, Mas ished ?’ ” Laid on the table.
for his release. There is nothing in the of sachusetts and New-Hampshire Rail Road ;
Mr. Andrews moved a reconsideration of and addressed the House at some length,
Such are the facts in this case, from which
ficial communication of Mr. Fox to Mr.' to establish the Portland and Oxford Rail- the vote whereby the House refused a pas
giving his views upon the subject of the no reasonable man can for a moment enter
sage to the resolves to promote mutual scien
Webster of an offensive character.
Road Co.
provisions of the Constitution as to the ap tain a doubt that Mr. Lowell, if he persist in
Passed to be enacted—Bill to incorporate tific exchanges with foreign countries, (on portionment of Representatives.
taking his seat, will be permitted to retain it
no longer than it will require to make an ex
Steamboat Disaster. — The steamer the Ossipee Agricultural Society in York co. the plan of Mons. Vattemare,) which prevail
Mr. McDonald submitted an amendment amination into the history of the election.
Passed to be engrossed—Bill to incorpor ed.
Lamplighter left Apalachicola 13th ult. for
(which
Mr.
Paine
adopted,}
proposing
an
Mr.
A.
then
moved
that
the
3d
section
ot
The Governor and Council decline, and
Tampa Bay, having on board about 35 per- ate the Washington Manufacturing Co.—to
the Great Falls and South Berwick the resolves (making the appropriation) be additional question to the Court, in sub we think upon very good reason, to declare
sons—passengers, hands, &c. When about establish
-------27 miles from A. the steamer broke her main ; Branch Rail Road Co. (postponed to Tuesday stricken out, which prevailed, and then the stance, whether the question of increase or the election void and order a new one. The
resolves passed to be engrossed, 94 to 5.
shaft and was compelled to cast anchor—a ’ next.)
decrease to be submitted to the people refers certificate issued under the seal of the State
Mr. Carey presented an order directing the to the number of 200, ur to the number of gives the person thus declared elected, a pnsevere gale blowing at the time and the sea | Resolve in favor of James B. Cahoon, came
ma facie right to a seat in the House and no
running high, Two of the passengers put from the House amended. The Senate re- Governor to cause an examination into the the existing House (186.)
Governor and Council can declare
off in a small boat to obtain assistance, ceded from its former vote adopting the Re- affairs of the Commercial Bank, Bangor, in
Mr. Hinckley went into a reply to sever succeeding
order
to
determine
whether
since
the
surren

that election void or re-call the certificate.
which failing to procure they returned in solve, concurred with the House and passed
al
of
the
points
contended
for
by
Messrs.
der
of
the
charter
of
said
Bank,
any
ne
w
e.
,
But the House of Representatives can and do
search of the Lamplighter, but could not dis- | the same to be engrossed.
cover her—she has not been seen since. | Finally passed—Resolves to promote the mission of bills had been made, and if so, Paine and McDonald as to the construction gQ l)(qRn(j tjie returns, and ascertain the truth
t|ie casej anj wj|| declare the election void,
Doubtless she went to pieces, sunk, and all exchange of Literary and Scientific works that the Supreme Judicial Court be requested of ‘he Constitution. He contended that
to issue an injunction against said Bank.
the apportionment most be made at this ¡f ¡t appear from the testimony that the claiI with foreign countries.
on board perished.
Finally passed—Resolve in favor of town session, because the Constitutional limita- mant was not legally elected, although he
__ ’board
... ll|; Mr. Burbank from the Committee to which
Later accounts state that all on
evidence—dia
tion of ten years will otherwise expire with-; may possess the prima facie ^LUnPfi-^tfia
the L. did not perish. Six persons, who left was referred so much of the Governor’s Mes- Limington.
Passed to be enacted—Bill to set off Moses out an apportionment being made;—»-that certificate
’ sage as relates io
wageriug on ^elections,
elections,
the boat in a sinking condition, were picked,
to, the wagering
ceitifiegte of
e! the
*.)*? Executive,
Hubbard
from
Berwick
I
q
South-Berwick.
I1 reported a bill which was once read, laid on
up on the following day.
the table and 500 copies ordered to be print
ed.
Mr. Thomas from the Committee on Banks
and Banking submitted a report, to which
was annexed a bill providing tor the repeal of
the Frankfort, Globe, (Bangor) and Citizens’
Bank. (Augusta)—on motion of Mr. Cutler
the report,
report, uni
bill atm
and »cwiu|»aiiji«g
accompanying papers
tne
papcio
wefe
QR lhe
un(j 599 copies order! j t0
prjnle(j.
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branch, dim
<ion 200
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The late Executive cannot he justified in '
______ -..... - [OFFICIAL.]
By the President oj the United States of Amer
the course they adopted to defeat the will of ®
bfP nTO
q
the majority of the people of Hancock and
W
Department of State, ?
ica.
March 20, 1841,
<
Washington. They no doubt believed that,
SATURDAY, MARCH 27. 1841.
A PROCLAMATION.
TRUSS
Mr. Noyes would have been elected on the ;
■
---- —---- To the Hon. Thos. Ewing,
Whereas sundry important and weighty '
Secretary of the Treasury :
third trial—the new law allowing votes to be
The Extra Session.—It will be seen by
gathered up in the woods any how, was pass-' the Proclamation of the President, in another . Sir : 3 he President is of opinion that it matters, principally growing out of the con-I
is a great abuse to bring the patronage of the j dition of the revenue and finances of the
ed with reference m part to this very election
i
.. .
.
•
e\erv desefiption, ai his residence, al the old stand
and finding that even that would not save 'o,umn’ ti,at a" extra sesslon °f Congress has General Government into conflict with the country, appear to me to call for the con opposite
264, No. 305 Washington St., Boston, (en
sideration
of
Congress
at
an
earlier
day
than
freedom
of
elections
;
and
that
this
abuse
trance
m lemple Avenoe-up sta-rs.) All individu
them without political figuring, they rejected ; een ca^et^ to commence on Monday, 31st
its
next
annual
session,
and
thus
form
an
ex

als
can
see
him alone, at any time at the alxwe place.
legal, and admitted illegal votes, and thus of May. This measure :is-------not adopted• with ought to be corrected wherever it may have
had twenty years'experience, he has afford
succeeded in giving to xMr. Lowell a majority out a sincere conviction of its necessity, based been permitted to exist, and to be prevented traordinary occasion, such as renders neces ed Having
relie f to three thousand persons, for the last five
sary, in my judgment, the convention of the I. years.
for the future.
of one vote, with a hope to force him upon
All may rest assured of relief who calf and try
He therefore directs that information be Houses as soon as may be practicable, I do, ‘ Trusses of his manufacture, l ie is now confident he
the people of his District against their will upon a careful investigation of the affairs of
and contrary to law. But the trick will not the several departments. We cut the following given to all officers and agents in your theiefoie, by this Proclamation, convene the can give every individual relief uho may call on him,
[E/The publie are cautioned against the many
succeed,—Mr. Lowell will have to take his paragraph in reference to the subject from Department of the public service, that parti two Houses of Congress, to meet in the Cap quacks
who promise what they cannot perform.
san interference in popular elections, wheth itol at the city of Washington, on the last
walking papers.—Portland Adv.
the New-York Express :—
Having worn the different kinds of Trusses, more or
Monday,
being
the
thirty-first
day
of
May
er of State officers or officers of this Govern
less, that have been offeted to the public for the last
“ The heads of the several Executive De ment, and for whomsoever or against whom next. And I require the respective Senators twenty
APPOINTMENTS BY THE PRESIDENT.
years, from different patent manufactories, and
partments under the Administration of Presi soever it may be exercised, or the payment ¡and Representatives then and there to assem- now continues to weat those of his own manufacture^
By and with the advice and consent of the
dent Harrison, entered, as soon as their nom of any contribution or assessment on salaries : ble, in order to receive such information res- he is now able to decide, after examining the rupture,
Senate.
inations were confirmed, upon the investiga or official compensation for party or election , pecting the state of the Union as may be giv- what sort of Truss is best to adapt to a if the cases thaï
land officers.
; and he has on hand as good Trusses, and will
tion of the affairs of each branch of the pub purposes, will be regarded by him as cause ; en to them, and to devise and adopt such occur
furnish any kind of Truss that can he had elsewhere.
Thomas Scott, Register, Chillicothe, Ohio, lic affairs. They continued their inquiries
|
measures
as
the
good
of
the
romitry
may
of
removal.
Any
person
who purchases a Truss at this establish
vice James S. McGinnis, removed.
and researches with zeal and earnestness,
if it does not suit, can exchange until they are well
It is not intended that any officer shall be I seem to them, in the exercise of their wis ment
Ambrose Whitlock, Receiver, Crawfords night and day, and the result of their deliber
suited, without additional charge.
ville, la., vice Ezekiel McConnell, removed. ations was, a unanimous recommendation, as restrained in the free and proper expression dom and discretion, to require.
J. F. F. manufactures as many as twenty different
In testimony whereof. 1 have caused the kinds
• and maintenance of his opinions respecting
officers of the customs.
'Trusses, among which are all the different
we have understood, that the faith of the ’ public men or public measures, or in the ex°- seal of the United States to be hereunto affix kinds ofsimilar
to those that the late Mr. John Beath, of
Collectors.
Government could only he kept by additional ercise, to the fullest degree, of the constitu ed, and signed the same with my hand.
this city, formerlv made and all others advertised in.
James Hunter, Savannah, Ga., vice Abm. means to be provided for by law, and, of
Boston,
together
with the patent elastic spring Truss,
tional right of suffrage. But persons employ
Done at the city of Washington, this sev with spring pads;
B. Fannin, removed.
'Trusses without steel springs —
course, only by an extra session of Congress. ed under the Government, and paid for their
Joseph C. Noyes, Passarnaqnoddy, Me., vice
enteenth day of March in the year of these give relief in all cases of rupture, and a large
The
question
of
an
Extra
Session
was,
services
out
of
the
public
Treasury,are
not
ex[l. s.] our Lord4one thousand eight hundred portion
1
Sullivan S. Rawson, removed.
produce a perfect cure—they can he worn day
therefore based upon the good faith of the
and forty-one, and of the independence and
! night ; improved hinge and pivdt 'Truss ; uinbi iJohn M. Hale, Frenchman’s Bay, Me., vice Government. The credit of the Government 1 peeled to take an active or officious part in at
caI
spring
'Trusses, made in four different «ms ; Trus
tempts to influence the minds or votes of oth
Edward S. Jarvis, removed.
of the United States the sixtv-fifth
<
is at stake,—its liabilities are beyond its
ses with ball and socket joints; 'Trusses for Prolap
Charles J. Abbott, Penobscot, Me., vice means,—its expenditures are more than its ers ; such conduct being deemed inconsistent „ ,
W. H. HARRISON.
isus Am, by wearing which persons troubled with
<a descent of the rectum can ride on horseback with
with the spirit of the Constitution and the du By the President:
Rowland H. Bridgham, removed.
receipts, and to sustain obligations which un
perfect
ease and safety. Mr. Foster, also m/ikes
Daniel Webster, Sec'y of Slate.
!
William B. Smith, iMachias, Me., vice Wm. fortunately for the honor of the Government, ties of public agents acting under it; and the
I russes for Prolapsus Uteri, which have answered
Brown, removed.
I resident is resolved, so far as depends upon
have been too often impaired, it was neces him, that while the exercise of the elective
in cases where pessaries have failed. Suspensory
George Thatcher, Belfast, Me., vice Nath’l sary to convene Congress a-new to do that
STATE OF MAINE
I russes knee caps and back-boards are alwaysfranchise by the People shall be free from RESOLVE providing for the promulgation Kept
M. Lowney, removed.
on hand. As a matter of convenience, and not of
which
an
old
Congress
neglected
to
do.
We
undue
influences
of
official
station
and
au

Edward Curtis, New-York, vice John J. are pained at the necessity, we repeat, which
speculation, the undersigned will keep on hand the fol
of
the
Laws
of
the
State.
lowing
kinds from other manufactories, which they can
thority, opinion shall also be free among the
Morgan, removed.
is to be an expensive bill to the Government, officers and agents of the Government.
Resolved, That the Portland Advertiser, a have if his does not suit them ; after a fair trial “ they
S'Mrveyors.
can exchange for any of them :-!)r. Hull’s; Road’s
but we rejoice that the Executive has mov
The President wishes it further to be an newspaper printed in Portland, be and the spiral
Shilowith S. Whippie, Eastport, Me., vice ed promptly to meet the necessity. The du
J russ; Rnndell’s do ; Salmon’s ball and socket ;
Ezekiel Foster, removed.
nounced and distinctly understood, that from same hereby is declared to be the Public Shermans patent; French do.; Marsh’s improved
ty which devolved upon him has been dis all collecting and disbursing officers prompti Newspaper in this State, in which shall be I russ ; Bateman s do., double and single ; Stone’s
Bazelleel Cushman, Portland, Me., vice charged,
and the Representatives of the tude in rendering accounts, and entire punc published the Laws and Resolvesofa public Trusses ;-also. Trusses for children, of all sizes.
Stephen W. Eaton, removed.
States in Congress assembled are now to do tuality in paying balances, will be rigorously nature ; and also all advertisements, notices
Any kind of Tru -ses repaired al short notice, and
Wm. Taggart, New-York, vice Ely Moore, theirs. The responsibility of measures pass
made as good as when new.
removed.
exacted. In his opinion, it is time to return, and orders required by law to be published in
HdTLadies
for any of these instruments, will
es from the Executive, where it should not in this respect, to the early practice of the the Public Newspaper of the Printer to the be waned uponwishing
by Mrs. Foster, at the above place.
JVavdZ Officers.
rest, except in the execution of laws, to the Government, and to hold any degree of delin State.
Hrs. h. has been engaged in the above business for
Thomas Lord, New-York, vice William S. Congress, who are the immediate Represen
Resolved, That all Resolves and parts of ten years.
Coe, removed.
quency on the part of those entrusted with
tatives of the People,—The measures which the public money just cause of immediate re Resolves inconsistent herewith, be, and the The subscriber makes and keeps on hand s’eeled
shoes, fordoformed and crooked feet, and is doing this
shall come before Congress at its extra ses
APPOINTMENTS BY THE PRESIDENT.
He deems the severe observance of same are hereby repealed, Provided, That the every week for children and infants, in this citv and
sion will no doubt be purely of a public char moval.
Eastern
Argus
shall
be
continued
a
Public
from out of the city. Specimens of his workmanship
this
rule
to
he
essential
to
the
public
service
Robert C. Cornell of New-York, to be Re acter, and relate first, io the finances of the
be seen at the manufactory
ceiver General of Public Money at N. York, country, and secondly to its defences. The as every dollar lost to the Treasury by un Newspaper so long as may be necessary to may
He likewise informs individuals he will not make
faithfulness
in
office creates a necessity for a complete the publication of any notice or or their
in the place of Stephen Allen, removed.
complaints known to any one. except when he is
two questions will embrace every thing new charge upon the people.
der already published in said paper and for permitted
Samuel Frothingham of Boston, to be Re which should be considered.”
to refer to them —it being a misfortune, and
no
other
purpose.
I have the honor to be, sir,
young persons do not want their cases known.
ceiver General of Public Money at Boston, in
Resolved,
That
these
Resolves
shall
take
«
J U,ES FREDERICK FOSTER.
your obedient servant,
the place of Isaac Hill, removed.
Democratic Whig State Convention.—
Boston, March, 1814.
effect from and after their approval.
Richard K. Call of Florida, to be Govern
DANIEL WEBSTER.
EDWARD KENT.
[Similar letters have been addressed to oth
or in and for the territory of Florida, in the The Whig Members of the Legislature of
Certificate from Dr. Warren.
Approved, Feb. 20, 184 L
place of Robert R. Reid, removed,
this State, together with many other demo er heads of Departments.]
,, . , .
.
Boston, Jan. 7, 1835.
Charles B. Penrose of Pennsylvania, to he cratic whigs, assembled in convention at the
-i otJcasi.on t0 observe, that some persons
(C/^We mentioned a few days since that NOMINATIONS BY THE GOVERNOR. wTw er Wi“u- fier“,ia 1)aYe suffered much from the
Solicitor of the Treasury, in the place of Mat Representatives’ Chamber in Augusta, on
1 1 «B a sktiful wotkman in accommodating Trusses
March 5—Emery Cushing, Portland, In
thew Burchard, removed.
the appointment of the new Postmaster in
to the peculiarities of their cases, I have taken pains to
Elisha Whittlesey of Ohio, to be Auditor Thursday, 18th inst. for the purpose of nomi the city of Richmond, Va. had caused some spector of Fish.
inform n’yself of the competency of Mr. J. F. Foster to
March 12-Hiram Esty, Houlton, Public supp
of the Treasury for the Post Office Depart nating a candidate to he supported for Gov. discontent among the citizens. The senior
y the deficiency occasioned by the death of Mr.
ment, in the place of Charles K. Gardner, re ernor at the next election. Hon. R. H. Vose, editor of the Whig, in the last number of his Administrator.
Death. After some mouths of observation of his work,
March 15—Solyman Heath, Belfast, Clerk lam satisfied that Mr. Foster is well acquainted wnh
moved.
' paper, justified the appointment, and claims
the manufacture of these instruments, and ingenious in
Paul Rossignol, to be Superintendent of President of the Senate, was appointed Pres an agency in having produced it. He says : of Courts, Waldo County.
accommodating them to the variety of cases which oc
Jesse Huse, Wilton, Clerk of the Courts,' cur.
the Branch Mint at Dahlonega, in the State ident, and Robert Goodenow of Farmington
“ No man objects any thing to Gen. Pey r rankhn
I feel myself called upon to recommend him to
County.
of Georgia, in the place of J. J. Singleton.
and Thomas Carl of Hollis, were chosen Sec ton, but that he is not popular ! Is this a suf
my professional brethren, and to the public, as a per
son well fitted to supply their wants in regard to these
John Williamson of Pennsylvania, to be retaries. On balloting for a candidate to be ficient reason for that vehemence of opposi
important articles,
jÜHn C. Warren.
Temperasice Meeting'.
Recorder of the General Land Office, in the supported for Governor, EDWARD KENT tion which has been manifested ? Are all
place of Hudson M. Garland, removed.
offices
to
be
brought
down
to
the
standard
of
Individuals can have the 'Trusses sent to them by any
A
n
A
ddress
,
on
the
subject
of
Temper

Solomon Van Rensselaer, to be Deputy received 168 out of 177 votes.. Resolutions personal popularity ? Is a premium thus to ance, will be delivered at the Meeting-house of the packets or vessels by writing the subscriber,
Postmaster at Albany.
were adopted, and the Convention was ad lie held out to Demagogues to make them of the first Parish, to-morrow (Sunday) even- (James F. Foster,) 305 Washington si. Boston.
officers of the customs.
dressed by several gentlemen with much selves acceptable to the People, by every vi Wells UC
’
Mi*‘ l8RAEL
°f
Collectors.
cious art, with the promise annexed, that an
Prospectus or the Lowell
George Allen, at Waldoborough, Me., vice force and effect. We have the official ac office shall follow popularity? We protest
count of the proceedings in type, but are o- against the principle. By it, Csesar would
Offering.
Denny McCobh, removed.
hymeneal.
------- -ooo--------Jeremiah Brooks, at York, Me., vice Joseph bliged to defer its publication until our next have been elevated to the diadem which he
P Junkins. removed.
number.
MARRIED—In Somersworth, 17th inst. Jas. mHE Editor of the Lowell Courier says,
seized, and Cato would have been driven
“ The publication of the Lowell Olier
Parker Shelden, at Bath, Me., vice Joseph 1
from Rome.—Nineteen times «»t of twenty W Shap eigh Esq. of Eliot, to Miss Betsey .
Sewall, removed.
**----- «>Baker
«I1 Ten.nessee.-A Whig State Convention die unpopular man is the worthier of the i L. daughter of the tic«
on. Moses
of th¡ forí J
,aS tnH,ch} I*erhaPs) aa any one
- place.
r --e íür I th,ng eve!’ did, to elevate the female opera
JSTaval Officer.
two ; his very disdaining to court the popular mer
|
was
held
at
Murfreesborough,
Tennessee,
on
I
■
..............
...
in Darham. Me. Mr. Gideon Doe of Newfield r‘ves’ ‘u ¡ins city, to the standing to which
Isaac P. Davis, at Boston, Mass., vice Isaac
suffrage proves him to be a man of stern stuff
the 4th inst. for the purpose of nominating a —of high characteristics—while there walks to Miss Lydia Ann Dockumof D.
’¡'hey are justly entitled, in theestimationof
O. Barnes, removed.
hecommnnHy.” In all the notices which
candidate for Governor, to be supported by not and breathes not, a more odious animal
i have been taken of the work, north, south,
OBITUARY
[Correspondence of the Boston Mail.]
the Whigs at the next election. James C. than your smooth-tongued, smirking, smihn«*,
[east and west, a corresponding high opinion
Washington, March 15.
Jones, of Wilson County, was unanimously palavering Demagogue, who has a compri
" So,'!h Berw¡oli. Me. on Monday
A very interesting scene took place to-day
ment for every one he passes in the street, a last, of n.fla.n,nation of the brain, after a few ¡has been expressed. The Superintendents
in the Senate Chamber, before the body went nominated. The following gentlemen have bland smile for every stranger, and a lie for days dlneae, Rev. William Bradford Homer, a™d of the Corporations in this citv have in like
into Executive session. It had been previ been put in nomination by the wliigs of their every occasion.”
24 years, son of Geo. J Homer. Esq. of Boston’. , manner commended the publication.
o*1« Particular nierely. that the
ously the impression in the minds of the best respective districts, for Members of Con
She
I'T"’ N- 11 8111 ins,o Mr. John L 11
Afterwards be adds:
j Lowell Offering has been of service. The
Informed observers of events, that the affair gress : —
and
P
8
days
’
agOd
33
^
arS
>
6
“ The writer of this (the senior editor of
benefits are numerous. First of all, it has
between Mr. Clay and Mr. King, instead of
“ William T. Senter, second district; Jo this paper) has been much blamed for bavin«*
been demonstrated thereby that there are fe
being settled in a friendly manner, had as
recommended Gen. Peyton. Had be never
males r rnployed in the manufacturing estab
sumed a more complicated character, and seph L. Williams, (present Representative,) done
a worse thing, and should he never do ______ SHIP NEWS.
lishments of New England, who, in informawas likely to baffle every attempt at adjust third ; Thomas J. Campbell, (late Whi<* Elector,) fourth ; Wm. B. Campbell, (present a worse, he should feel little apprehension in
ment.
KENNEBUNkTm ARClFÏÏf^ 1841. i*”“ a,*d talent, uil| not sutler in comparison
Representative,)
eighth
But when the Senate met this morning, aevenX
”«!^» «•
tb’; »Robert
iru L. Caruthers, the settlement of his final account. He did
a ,
2d'nTL e,“',d, ,e‘!'a,e a,'lhu‘s iami. 2d. J he publication ol the Offering
id every eye
eve was directed to the seats of ...... _ , ’ ‘ *°n Drown, twelfth ; C. H. Wil- recommend Gen. Peyton, and that in the
and
MEMORANDA.
strongest
terms
which
he
knew
how
to
use,
liams,
(present
Representative)
thirteenth
dis

ha&
directed
the attention of very many of
M®'di;,,r?'n Jr,esle.’
20, ship York,
the two gentlemen at issue, just as the Senate trict.”
as a man particularly and eminently qualified Morrill, for Trapani, to load for Havana
, the Operatives to the cultivation of talent,
was called to order, Mr. Preston rose as the
for the place; nor has he any apologies to for i mnce’4to
briirs
Cottrell, libe possession of which was previously un
mediator between them, and suggested, with
New-Hampshire Election.—The Dover make, or any repentance to express for the for Baltimore, 3 ; Gen. Scott,------------ for do .’
known even to themselves ; and writing has
his accustomed eloquence and effect, that he
act.
”
—
Atlas.
SUve”°d®°Uld’ ^1NeW Y°rk- d°-; kreeH,a^ ¡ induced an mcreased love of reading? 3d.
was aware that neither of the honorable Sen Enquirer of 23d inst. publishes the returns for
Ln Al|e,?,rSi °n< prevalenl '» relation to the
ators, standing in the relationship which they Governor from all the towns except 14 small
tb^PoaltXeorP.’^d'brigPunCe' G““ldA P PO RTIO N M E NT.
f intellectual and moral character of our opeoccupied towards each other and to the coun ones, which show the following result. Ste
We have just received the Report of the
¡ratjve population have been measurably
try, and actuated by those high and gentle vens (whig) 20,761 ; Page (Loco) 28,737.
Joint Committee on the Apportionment. stadt HaVana; 4tlb bli= Lima, Nason, for Cron- j ie "/relu’ted
manly feelings which he knew to be the in
°'
1 he Resolves which accompany it provide
fluences of their actions, could have intended Page’s plurality 8076. About 2000 votes for
Ar. at Boston, I9th, brig Swiss Boy, Blaisdell, i
the
choice
of
31
Senators
and
200
Rep

In consequences such as these, every class
to cast, the one or the other, any imputation thrown for the abolition candidate for
of this port, Matanzas, 27th ult. The S. B. was j
resentatives, the highest number in each between Block Island and the South Shoal for |¡ of our citizens !s interested. First of all the
of a personal bearing.
Governor, (which were principally abstracted branch permitted by the Constitution.
10 days, with constant gales from N. W. to N. E. • ;¡operatives themselves; next their kindred
There was great pathos and power in his from the whig party,) reduce Page’s majority
For the choice of Senators, the State is di 23d, barque Finland, Williams, of this port, New andfriends at home; then philanthropists genappeal to them to evince a magnanimity such
Orleans, ..3d ult.—S. W. Pass, 1st inst.
eiahy. Property owners, whether of real es
as ought to be exhibited by men occupying to about 6000—something like 500 less than vided into 14 districts, as follows:—
1. Fori, with the exception of Parsonstate or investments in the mills, have an abi
such prominent stations, and would show Mr. Van Buren’s majority in November.
SPOKEN,
forth an example to the world. The senti Compared with the election in November held, Cornish and Limingion, and is entitled on Trchr 8’ lai-21 2a’ lon- 67 47’ sI,iP PaoloIuB, ding interest, not merely in knowing the truth
to
3
senators.
so far as the condition and prospects of our
ment was immediately responded to by Mr. the vote of both parlies has fallen off in near
¿J days from Liverpool, for New Orleans.
2. Cumberland, with the exception of Stan
population are concerned, but in every means
Clay, who, with that chivalry of manner and
ofí yo d .tO. sec"rerexen,Ption fiorn the evils
feeling, which is so peculiarly, so emphatical ly the same proportion—the whigs losing a- dish and Baldwin, and entitled to 4.
SCHOOL MEETING.
3. Lincoln, with adjacent Islands, 4 Sena
of the Bntish manufacturing districts. Intel
ly, his own, disclaimed any intention, which bout 3500 and the locos about 4000.—In° the
-------ooo
--------ligence and virtue are the only conservative
admitted of a construction, that he would Councillor districts the result is the same as tors.
4. Kennebec, with 7 towns from Waldo 4 To Phineas Stevens, Agent of School District principles. Intelligence is the safe guard of
wound the feelings of any gentleman gratui it was last year :-one whig and four locos
No. 5.
5. Waldo, with the exception of those set
virtue ; virtue is the promoter of intelligence
tously, and, in any event, without doing ex
,^le subscribers,
request
to
are elected. Nine of the twelve Senatorial off to Kennebec, 2 Senators.
i
•
i
. —
i'-nf
—- you ib.,..:,..
«.w nouuand were it not for the intelliirencp nnrt vír
treme violence to his feelings.
’
*
tifv
the
inhabitant«!
ib e at the q
Sa‘d Dtslrict’ I tUG
,P°P"Iation, there would be a downMr. King then took the ground that he districts have elected locos-two whigs, and . .6’ li^fcock, the 9 western towns and the to assemble
at
the
Scho^LHous^as
s^on
ible
Schnnl-Hn.,««
----as
ward
tendency to the degradation, want and
could never have intended to cast any per one has failed to effect a choice. About 250 islands in the Penobscot, L
may
be,
for
the
following
purposes
:
—
7. Hancock, the remainder of Hancock with
woe of the mill operators of Great Britain
sonal stigma on the Senator from Kentucky, Representatives have been elected, of whom
1st, To choose a Moderator ; 2d, To
13 towns and plantations in Washington, 1.
by words which escaped him in the warmth
these and similar considerations render
cboose
a
Clerk
;
3d,
To
choose
an
Agent
;
8. Washington, the tniddle portion of the
and unguardedness of debate. Hereupon Mr. 84 are whigs. The whigs succeeded in elect
4th,
To
choose
a
Visiting
Co^nit^e,
7;„<7 .ellah,‘S,,.mPnr. of ”1® Offering
lo «w. w.
Committee,
Clay advanced across the floor to Mr. King, ing their county officers in two counties only county with the border towns of Robbinston trononnl'
_ I •
. .
and Calais, 1.
liansact
any
other
business
that
may
legally
s
'ibscri|>iion
Be the number I
yaa
extending his hand as a pledge of amity and —Strafford and Cheshire.
come before said meeting.
small ^ho arelist.
disposedm
fe or
9.
Aroostook,
and
the
remainder
of
the
conciliation ; and it was, at once, but without
NaTHas Wiggin,
dertakmg, we have concluded to hazard the
any forward movement accepted by him.
Lyman Town Meeting. — The annual county of Washington, 1.
Timo. Frost,
experiment for one year ; and accordingly we
10. Penobscot entire, 3 Senators.
When Mr. Clay left his seat, and his friend meeting for the choice of town officers, in
Samuel Jordan,.
issue the subininod
» we
subjoined
11. Piscataquis entire, 1.
ly intentions began to be clearly understood Lyman, occurred on Monday, 15th inst. and
Benaiah Littlefield.
12. Somerset entire, 2.
by the spectators, there was a burst of ap
Proposals fora new series of the Lowell
Benja. Perkins.
13. Franklin, except 3 towns and 6 planta
plause ; but when the reconciliation was con resulted in the election of the following gen
Offering, to be commenced in April, and con
1
tinued monthly.
1 JHIH4LOUsummated, the enthusiasm of the auditors tlemen—all good whigs—by overwhelming tions, 1.
PURSUANT to the above petition, the in
could no longer be restrained.
14. Orford, with the remainder of Frank
majorities :
L
Each
number
will
consist
of
32 medium
lin, and the towns of Parsonsfield, Cornish habitants of School District No. 5, qual octavo pages, including at least one page of
There has not been an occurrence during
John
B.
Taylor,
Moderator.
ified
to
vote
in
town
affairs,
are
hereby
noti

the whole winter, which has excited an equal
and Limington from York, and Baldwin and
music, wnh a printed cover. The type will
Dimon Roberts, Town Clerk
fied to meet at the School-House in said Dis be
degree of feeling. There has been nothin«*
Standish from Cumberland, 3 Senators.
cast expressly for the work.
Nathan
VV.
Hanson,;
Selectmen
trict,
on
Monday
evening,
April
5th,
at
A
The two hundred Representatives are apwhich became so instantly and so universally
2. The subscription price is One Dnlbi^
Daniel Low,
(
and
past
six,
to
act
on
the
above
petition.
¡the topic of public conversation.
portioned to the counties as follows :_
per annum for a single copy ; Six copies for
Valentine Hill, jun., $ Assessors.
PHINEAS STEVENS, jlgent.
York 21, Ctimberiand^ Lincoln 25, Ken
live Dollars; 1 hirteen copies for Ten Dol
Wm.
Dow,
Treasurer.
Kennebunk, March 27, 1841.
Apportionment.—The Committee on the
nebec
22,
Waldo
17,
Hancock
12,
Washing

lars ; and Twenty copies for Fifteen Dollars'
Jos. Dennett, Town Agent.
^Apportionment have made their report. They
ton
11,
Penobscot
19,
Piscataquis
6,
Somer

Payments m advance, invariably.
Rev. Daniel Kendrick, S Superintending
NOTICE /
apportion the Senators as follows
York 3,
set^, Franklin 8, Oxford 15, Aroostook 3?
3. Overseers in any mnnulMturing eslab,
James Nason,
£
School
-------------------------uuo
OOO--------------------------Cumberland 4, Lincoln 4, Hancock, western
[The twenty-one Representatives for this
lishment, 1 ost-Masters, and others who wish
Dr. Orrin Ross,
) Committee.
I
THE
SUBSCRIBER,
hereby
forbid
all
1, do. eastern 1, Middle 1, Kennebec 4, (in
county are apportioned as follows :—Saco 1
. , persons harboring, trusting or employ well to the undertaking, are respectfully desir.
cluding a few towns from Waldo,) Waldo 2,
F
ast Day in New- Hampshire.—Thurs Berwick 1, Eliot 1, Waterborough 1, Lim- ing my son JOSEPH HUBBARD, as thev' ed to interest themselves in the way of procurPenobscot 3, Franklin ], Piscataquis 1, Oxford
Lebanon j1,., ooum-nerSouth-Bermg subscribers.
v
»
1
■b
I ington
• i i 1, Sanford 1, uwmiiuh
would avoid the penalty ot the Law,--and if
3,’ Aroostook
2—Total 31. Sev- day, 15th April,' has been appointed
----------------<JJ.1. Somerset
ervIf-----------— oy the
IUU .wick 1,
■! rv^u.ieuuniy
J,
njtterv
J1
Kennebunk
1, nOIHS
Hollis 1,
1, 1-1
Kittery
__
• • Jill Yt An 1
H f» »’CJr-A H r-i i?«1,1 1
•»
Post-Masters
are
allowed
to
frank
letters
him on my ulvvuih
account oer„
hereto„ - have trusted
..
v„
eral towns in Cumberland are added to Ox- 'j0vernor of New-Hampshire, to be observed **uxton L Parsonsfield 1, Biddeford 1 Ken- they
fore, or should trust him on my account here wrote,, by themselves, enclosing money io
ford, and part of Washington to Aroostook as a day of Dublin hnmilintmn rOC!fI
i w„n, i v , . T
’
The House to consist of 200 members,
¡prayer,
humiliation, .asting and
A hed 1, Newfield and Shapleigh 1, Limer after, 1 shall not pay any debts of his con- the pul.lisheis of newspapers and magazines.
JOSHUA HUBBARD.
Address, post paid or free,
ick and Cornish 1, Acton and N. Berwick 1.] trawni^ ™
Wells, March 23, 1841.
° Offering, Uww, (Mass.)
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COUGHS, COLDS,
<•JEW D A V I D? S O R H Ebrew plaster.
and all diseases of the Lungs.

’s Bilious Beobst ruent
THE RESURRECTION, Savage
!

OR
------ - ----- 000-------------PERSIAN PILLS.
-------- voo-———
nniTESE Pills have been in use for a num—------ ooo----- —
order that this valuable medicine I
her ol years, and have produced the
[From the Olive Branch.]
mHE VEGETABLE PULMONARY BAL- rpHE peculiarities of this Chemical Comiiiucv happy _____
effects in the following„ comi
pound are owing to its extraordinary should not be counterfeited, we have a plate most
SPIRITS OF AIR.
JI SAM is believed to be deservedly the most
representing a Persian scene, that is struck on , p|a-ints^ VJZ ¡n obstructions of the biliary
popular Medicine ever known in America, for effects upon the animal fibre or nerves, lig
BY CAROLINE F. ORNE.
coughs, colds, asthma or phthisic, consumption, aments and muscles ; its virtues being car each bill, one of which accompanies each box. f|uctSi caUsed by a thickening of the bile, and
-................................
- which caus
hardening into gall stones,
whooping cough, and Pulmonary affections of ried by them to the immediate seat of dis We deem it unnecessary to publish a long list a final
of Certificates, as they will neither add to nor es a dull pain in the right side at first and af
“ AlaS .' for the beau'iful flowers of earth!
every kind,
ease, or of pain and weakness.
Fading they fail and die ;
The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam has been
However good any internal remedy may diminish the virtues of this admirable com- terwards a cholic and inflammation from the
And the life from their fragile leaves departs, very extensively used for about twelve years ; be this, as an external application, will prove
irritating qualities of the bile, and obstruction
Exhaled in a perfumed sigh.
and its reputation has been constantly increasing. a powerful auxiliary in removing the dis I>0Supe?S? to the Hygean, Brandreth’s, Ey- of circulation of blood in the liver and parts
So universally popular has this article become
ans’, Tomato, the Matchless (priced) Sana connected with it; they have a direct tenden
Weave for the bride a brighter wreath,.
that it may now be considered as a standard arti ease and facilitating the cure in cases of Lo tive, or any other Pills or Compound before cy to prevent an accumulation of bile, and to
otner i ms ui uump«««» — A wreath from the spirit-land ;
cle in a large part of the United States and Bn - cal Inflammation, Scrofulous Affections,>, live,
and remove all obstructions from the digestive or
ine public,
p.jUllv, as certified to •by
j
-Physicians
- j
Bid the flowers of innocence, love and truth,
ish Provinces. Many families keep it constantly King’s Evil, Gout, Inflammatory and Chron-J‘ the
.
*
T
_
____ /,/x^rlMrY.n lhatYI 11 I'l 11 I tl)6V gans. In all stages of Dyspepsia these pills
Their cielicate leaves expand.
by them, considering it the most safe as well as ic Rheumatism, and in all cases where seated others.—Let none condemn lhem untn^
certain remedy for the above complaints, lhe pain or weakness exists.
.
Ihave tried them, and then we are certain ,produce the greatest benefit, and in a large
The true heart’s-ease that the spirit knows,
Proprietors have received, and are receiving
A gentleman travelling in. the South of ,thIt isnow a settled point with all who have jproportion of cases will effect a cure. So
And the balm of sympathy ;
far as any one medicine can be beneficial in
numerous recommendations from many o our Europe and Palestine, in 1830, heard so
And the lily like, and modest grace
the Vegetable PERSIAN PILLS, t at (this complicated disease these pills have not
best Physicians, who make use of it in their prac much said in the latter place in praise of used
,
Of the true heart’s purity.
tice. The names of a few individuals who have, Jew David’s Plaster ; and of the (as he con- they
are pre-eminently the best and most et- ,found a rival. In dropsical complaints they
,
given their testimony in favor of this article are
ficacious FAMILY MEDICINE that has ye may be relied on as a most effectual remedy.
Charity, thinking no thought of ill.
i
sidered)
miraculous
cures
it
had
performed,
here subjoined, and for a more full account see
And the faith that hopeth ever ;
that he was induced to try it on his own been used in America. If every family could In cases of obstruction from sudden attacks
the envelooe to the bottle.
~
Weave we of these a flowery chain, „
person, for a Lung and Liver Affection, the become acquainted with their Sovereign pow of colds in young females in all recent cases
Doct. Amory Hunting; Doct. Samuel Morrill, , removal of which had been the chief object er over disease, they would keep them and they will afford the best remedy that can be
Whose links shall be parted never.”
«
Timothy
Baylies,
“ Truman Abell,
of his journey, but which had resisted the be prepared with a sure REMEDY to»apply applied. Impurities of the blood with a lan
“ Jere. Ellsworth,
lt Thomas Brown,
PRÒB A TE NOTICES.
genial influence of that balmy and delicious on the first appearance of disease, and then guid circulation, pain in lhe head attended
“
Albert
Guild.
«• William Perry,
how much distress would be avoided and with dizziness and sickness of the stomach,
climate.
AN INTERESTING CASE.
JU a Court of Probate holden al Saco,
money saved, as well as the lives of thousands costiveness or any disease caused by obstruc
He
accordingly
applied
a
plaster
on
the
within and for the County of York, on the Extract of a letter from Mr. C. S. Clay, Kingston, ri»ht side of the"chest, where the pain was who are hurried out of time by neglecting tions in the circulation of blood or any of the
Ulster County, N.Y., to the proprietors :
first Monday in March, in lhe year of our
Yours of the 9th inst. was duly received. £ seated, another between the shoulders, and disease in its first stages, or by not being in excretory organs may be effectually removed
Lord eighteen hundred andforty-one, by the remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable one over the region of the liver. zln the possession of a remedy which they can place by the use of these pills. In all violent at
Elon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Pulmonary Balsam, in the Winter a«d Spnng of mean time, he drank freely of an herb tea dependence upon.
tacks of cold attended with fever if taken in
.
.
fr^ All who wish to guard against sickness.' the commencement they will prevent a course
1835 The person, Mr. Moody, had been sick a of laxative qualities. He soon found his
Court :
.
•,
r
ON lhe petition of Lydia Millet, widow ot long time with the consumption. His Physlcla" health improving : and in a few weeks his shJffid use the PERSIAN PILLS freely,' of fever, and save the patient much pain and
John Millet, late of Kennebunk-port, had given him up. He was reduced so low as to cough left him, the sallowness of hisskin dis when needed ; no injury can ensue, it used1 trouble. These pills are purely vegetable
in said county, deceased, praying for an al be unable to help himself, and was raising a appeared, his pain was removed, and his from youth to old age, when taken accordingI and may be taken with perfect safety under
i
i
...
„ ol- .blood,
when he nnmniPnP.fi
commenced
lowance out of the |personal eslate ol said de-1.usina ?he nlil
to the directions.
.
, all circumstances. They differ from other
Balsam, which effected a complete cure health become perfectly reinstated.
O*Cail for the bill that accompanies each medicines that operate on the bowels in not
ceased :
...
Since
that
time
he
has
been
recommend

...______
USI
.
i
t
______
koortu
n«
avtr
he
was
he is now as hale and hearty as ever he was,
ORDERED—That the petitioner give and
leaving the bowels in a costive state. They
Mr Moody has removed from this town, but he (ing it to his friends and acquaintances, for box in ail cases.
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceas has promised me a more detailed account of his all
The i&esurrectton, or I^er- are recommended to families as one of the
. fixed pains whatever ; such as Rheuma
ed and to all persons interested in said estate, case, which I will forward you. C. S. CLAY . ,tism, Gout, Head-ache, Nervous Tooth-ache,' sian Pills.—These pills raise from the great- best family medicines in use. The following
by causing a copy of this order to be publish
Pain in the side, hip, back and limbs, in eve: est weakness, distress and suffering, to a state certificates have been kindly offered.
Kingston, N. Y. June 2o, 1838.
ed in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
lhe
Argyle, Nova Scotia.
jry case of which it has proved an effectual1 of strength, health and happiness.
[From the Rev. E. D. Trickey.]
Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc
Tn the winter of 1837 end 1838 I was seized ,cure.
He has likewise witnessed the happy' name of these pills originated from the cir
Having used Savage’s Bilious Deobstruent
cessively, that they may appear at a Probate ..... J-• violent cough which continued two or effects of its softening and healing qualities cumstance of the medicine being found only
Court m be holden at Kennebunk, in said |I three
with amonths. My cough was so severe that 1 in numberless cases of Scrofulous Humors, in the cemetries of Persia. Tins vegetable Pills for more than three years in my family,
county, on the first Monday in April was obliged to sit up in bed two or threeJbo,“® Knots, Wens, While Swelling, Hard Tu production being of a peculiar kind, led to and having experienced their beneficial ef
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and during the night, and 1 was much reduced in mours, Stiff Joints, Ague Cakes, Ague in the experiments as to its medical qualities and fects on my own person, 1 can recommend
shew cause, if any they have, why the flesh and strength and my appetite gone. One Breast, and the like, to the united satisfaction virtues. In half a century it became an es- jthem to be one of the best medicines I have
prayer of said petition should not be granted. of my neighbors had a bottle of the. Vegetab e of himself and others.
tablished medicine for the diseases of that ,ever used for obstructions in the bowels, in
Pulmonary Balsam, which he would not sell
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
and relieving the stomach, and
country. The extract of this singular pro- cleansing
(
It
has
likewise
been
very
beneficial
in
ca

He however loaned it to me till I cotjprocure
in all the various diseases for which they are
A true copy—Attest,
.
duction
was
introduced
into
some
parts
of
ses
of
weakness,
such
as
Weakness
and
Pain
him
another.
I
experienced
immed
ate
relief
John Skeele, Register.
recommended by the proprietor.
from it. The first opportunity I had I Procured in the Stomach, Weak Limbs, Lameness, Af Europe in the year 1783, and used by many
E. D. TRICKEY.
celebrated
physicians
in
curing
certain
dis

fections
of
the
Spine,
Female
Weaknesses,
more
of
it,
and
to
the
use
of
it
I
ascribejthtRes

At a Court of Probate holden at Saco, within (
Greenland,
March
1,1840.
ervation
of
my
life.
JAMES
W.
LENOX.
eases,
where
all
other
medicines
bad
been
us

&c.
No
female
subject
to
pain
or
weakness
and for the County of York, on the first Mon- (
in the back or side, should be without it. ed in vain. Early in the year 1792, the
day in March, in the year of our Lord
Dec. 17, 1838.
[From the Rev. Silas Green.]
Married ladies, in delicate situations, find extract was combined with a certain vegeta
eighteen hundred and forty-one, by the Hon.
I have used Savage’s Bilious Deobstruent
COUNTERFEITS. BEWARE OF IMPOSITION .
great relief from constantly wearing this ble medicine imported from Dura Baca, m
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said
Each genuine bottle is enclosed in a blue plaster.
the East Indies, and formed into pills. Ine Pills for more than three years, and can rec
Court :
„ „
t
them to be the best medicine for re
It has lately been discovered that the Jew admirable effect of this compound upon the ommend
JOHN BOYD, a son of Ebenezer L.: wrapper, on which is a label, signed by Sampson
moving
obstructions
from the digestive or
4
R
eed
.
NONE
OTHER
CAN
BE
GENUhuman
system,
led
physicians
and
families
David's
or
Hebrew
Plaster
is
a
sure
remedy
Boyd, late of South-Berwick, in said
gans
I
have
ever
used.
SILAS GREEN.
into
its
general
use.
Their
long
established
county, deceased ; and a devisee in a certain 1NfrrThe outside Yellow Label will have, on for Corns as the following certificate will
Dover, March 20, 1840.
instrument purporting to be the last will and and after December 1839, in addition to that of show—more can be seen by calling upon our character, their universal and healing virtues,
the detergent and cleansing qualities of their
testament ol said deceased, having presented i:XenRe:d:Xe^nSreodf WM.JoBS Cur- agents in the Villages.
[From Dr. Jefferson Smith.]
specifical action upon the glandular part of
the same for probate, and requested that ad ^i’?g«Lhirchr,”yrof ‘ho Vegetable Pulmo- r
c t_:_ _
__ rrRTn
CERTIFICATE.
Having been made acquainted with the
the system, are such as will sustain their repministration, with the will annexed, of the
East Bloomfield, Feb. 18,1840. . station and general use in the American Re composition of Savage’s Bilious Deobstruent
said estate of said deceased, may be granted nary Balsam has been thecause
.attempts o
Pills and having used them on my own per
Messrs Comstock & Cd.—I feel myself under
introduce
spurious
articles,
which
by
partially
to him ; the executors named in said will
son and family as well as in my practice for
Great obligation to you or your Jew David s public.
assuming
the
name
of
the
genuine,
are
ca
culahaving declined the trust :
every disease where bilious and deobstruent
Plaster.
I have been troubled with corns on
XT TO MOTHERS. XO
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no  ted to mislead and deceive the public. Among my
toes for seventeen years, and tried almost
medicines were indicated for upwards of two
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and these mixtures are the “ American Puh?°"ary every thintf that was recommended, but could
Messrs.
E.
Chase
Co.
:
Genta
^
e
T^
S
e
years I am enabled to say that they are as
to all persons interested in said estate, by Balsam,” “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsamic Syr- find nothing that did any good, till I tried the much said about the extraordinary effects ot the safe, mild and usefnl as any medicine 1 have
causing a copy ot this order to be published
Hebrew Plaster. 1 pared the corns and applied Resurrection or Persian Pills upon those abou ever used, and can recommend them as like
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken
the Plaster, after having it on about twenty-four to become Mothers, we were induced to make
trial ol them. My wife was at tllai Ume the ly to effect cures in common cases of sick
nebunk, in said county, three weeks succes Xb^m”-TI?E^EGETA^LE PULMO- hours the Plaster came off, and the corns pealed mother of five children, and had suffered the ness, where bilious habits and impurities of
off
and
left
a
hollow
place,
and
are
entirely
well,
sively, that they may appear at a Probate ! NARY BALSAM, and see that it has the marks
most tedious and.excrutiatmg pains during and
Court to be holden at Kennebunk, in said | a"dE±bX ald^rr Lumped - Vegetable and as smooth as they ever were.
after her confinement of each
Shehad tned the blood eJgpFERS0N SMITH, M. D.
i
Yours
Respectfully,
county, on lhe first Monday in April next,
every
means
and
taken
much
medicine but
WONTON JOSLIN.
Dover, Sept. 4,1840.
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew PU1EFOse
N B I would advise all those afflicted with found little or no relief-She commenced .akmg
Counterfeit, besides the >
the Persian Pills about three months before her
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
[From Dr Calvin Cutter.]
American Pulmonary Balsam, and othersI corns, To make trial »¿“« Hebrew
said petition should not be granted.
confinement, (her health being very
Having been made acquainted with the
above alluded to !-An attempt has been made to
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
this
length
of
time
previous)
and
soon
after
waj
Rochester, N. Y.
deceive the public by a spurious muture calkd
enabled by their use to attend to the cares of a composition of Savage’s Bilious Deobstruent
A true copy,—Attest,
e
A (rents fof Vermont and N. Hampshire.
I hereby
“ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam,
sometimes
John Skeele, Register.
to her family until her confinement, ai Pills,
j ,uo and
tluU having used -them
—-------- jertiiy
For sale, also, by the following sub-Agents : mnthr-r
signed Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampson
Tu ti ne sho Xmenced taking the P«.i.n that the articles of which they are composed
March 12.
Kennebunk, Alexander Warren ; ^enne- Pills; and for several weeks previous, she was at- are' among
L’e-said to be prepared by an unPrin^d
and
’"most- >»nofie.»l
beneficial
-- ■'the safest --------man in Bamror, Me. The name is written in bunk port, Oliver Bourn ; If ells, Seth Hatch ; flicted with a dry, hard cough, and frequent se- jknown and used in medicine and that Sav
At a Court of Probate held at Saco, within
North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs. _________ vere cramps, which lhe use of the Pills entirely age’s Pills according to my observation of their
to resemble the genuine
and for the County of York, on the first Mon aa way
most foul attempt to deceive the pubh i and
before using half a box. It is w
,effects upon diseased persons are safe and
day in March, in the year of our Lord avoid the punishment that awaits a?lual ]f2,r.gF T TRUFANT’S compound. removed
great confidence that we advise all those about hiwhlv useful for the diseases recommended..
eighteen hundred and forty-one, by the Hon.
For sale by REED, WING & CUTLER,
lo become mothers, to make use of the p«7Siaw °
-------- ooo------- - '
CALVIN CUTTER, M. D.
WM A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
(late Low & Reed) wholesale dealers in Drugs, WM. B. TRUFANT would s ay to the Pills. All those that have taken them in our
Dover,
Sept.
1, 1840.
OHN S. C. MOULTON, administrator Medicines,
v(eaicineg} Paints and D^Stuffs, ;No. 54 Chatpublic, that the increased demand for neighborhood have got along in the same easy
of the estate of William Moulton, late of {
street, Boston, and by Druggists and counmanner, and are about house m a few days.
the
above
article,
from
abroad
as
well
as
at
[From Wm. Burr, Editor Morning Star.]
Sanford, in said coun.y, deceased, having pre- I ,try merchants generally
" in
- New England and in home, warrants him to believe it to be as rec There does notappear to be half the danger of
Dover, Aug. 27, 1840. ?
senied his first account of administration ol the
( principal places throughout the United States ommended, when faithfully applied, as the other difficulties setting in after confinement
This certifies that I have used Savage’s
where these Pills are taken.-We unitedly say,
the estate of said deceased, for allowance :
,and British Provinces. Price 50 cents.
following will show :
let none neglect taking them, for they are in the Pills, and consider them a very valuable med
ORDERED—That the said administrator
For sale by
jjANiEL REMICH.
THI8 Medicine is the most safe and effec reach of the’ poor as well as the rich. We are icine.
WM- BURR‘
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
tual remedy ever yet discovered. The sub truly thankful that there is a remedy which fe
September 4, 1840.
_________ _____
ing a copy of this order to be published, thiee
males can easily procure which bids to lessen the
scriber
has
been
Agent
for
the
sale
of
the
aFor sale in Kennebunk, by ALEX. WAR*
weeks successively,in the KennebunkGazette, rglHE HUMAN HAIR.—Where the hair
bove medicine for a few months, and during world of suffering, which many of them have to
printed at Kennebunk, in said county, that I
is observed to be growing thin, nothing that time has seen persons affected with lhe bear, and perhaps save the lives of thousands REN.
February 26, 1841.
eptJl.
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held can be more preposterous than the use of oils, Salt Rheum in every degree, from a very which otherwise would be lost.
at Kennebuuk, in said county, on the first grease, or any fatty matter. Their aPP1,ca- slight touch on the hand to the covering of
Rochester, May 14th, 1838 ; corner of Caledo
3 3
Monday ol April next, at ten of the clock tion can only be recommended through the
whole body, completely cured by the a- nia square, Edinburgh street. Foi’ far^®r Par'
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they grossest ignorance, as they hasten the fal o the
liculars, soo subscribes.
S. ROBERTS^
bove
medicine
;
and
would
recommend
it
HE
subscriber
has
just
received
a new
have, why the same should not be allowed.
the hair, by increasing the relaxation of the with the utmost confidence, to all affected m
supply of
Attest, John Sk-eele, Register.
Certificates can be procured by calling up- ENGLISH, FRENCH & AMERICAN
skin. When there is a harsh, dry or con any degree with the above complaint. And
A true copy—Attest,
.
tracted skin, and where the small blood ves resort has been had to this in cases of obstin
John Skeele, Register.
sels which carry nourishment to the bulb are ate humors of years standing with entire
March 12._______
_
suited for the season.
obstructed, then the oils, &c., may be good success.
causes
SAMUEL ADAMS.
-ALSOas they tend to relax the skin ; but alone, they
===SHERiFF^’ SALE?
Hallowell, Feb. 20,1839.
A good selection of Ladies’ French Kip
y
’
Agents
for
Vt.
and
New-Hampshire,
are of ino avail. There must be a stimulus,
York ss.... .February 24, 1841.
SHOES; Ladies’Morocco and Calf Slippers
,
The subscriber having been Agent for the to whom all orders must be addressed (post and Walking SHOES. Also, Gentlemen’s
Y virtue of executions in my hands for to rouse the vessels from, their
SHOES & BOOTS at very low prices.
collection against Joseph H. Shaw of quicken the current of the blood.—Exh act sale of the above named medicine for several paid) Rochester, N.Y.
from Clirehugh^s Treatise on the hair.
months, and having known of several cures For saie by the following Agents .
York, in the county of Yoik, yeoman, I have
Together with a good selection of—
7 The Balm of Columbia is the only prepara performed by using it, can safely recommend
Kennebunk, Alexander Warren.
taken on execution, and shall sell »t PUB tion that can have that effect, being entirely
(t?3 GROCERIES,^
Wells,
Seth
Hatch.
it
to
those
afflicted
with
Salt
Rheum.
LIC VENDUE, at lhe Post Office in South- free from any oily substance. Its positive
J. E. LADD.
North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
which
he offers at low prices for Cash or
Berwick, in said county, on Saturday, the |
Price—One Dollar, with full directions.
August 6, 1840._________ ___ _________
are as follows :
f
Country Produce.
third day of April next, at two of the C‘0C* qualities
< lst_For
infants, keeping the head free
Also-HOG’S LARD.
For sale by
in the afternoon, all the estate, right, title and
NATVREl’S GRAJTO RB"
PORTER HALL.
D. REMICH, Kennebunk.
interest which the said Joseph H. Shaw now from scurf, and causing a luxuriant growth
storative.
A. LUQUES, Kennebunk-port.
Kennebunk, March 12, 1841.
__
has and all the estate, right, title and interest
2d—For ladies after child-birth, restoring
------- -ooo--------May, 1840.
____________ „IL.
which the said Joseph had on the seventh
HIS Valuable Vegetable Med.c.nestands
I
day of July last past, by virtue of a contract the skin to its natural strength and firmness,
unrivalled for the following complaints, 15|
VT --------- —OOO------------O^MOFFAT’S LIFE MEDICINESand
preventing
the
falling
out
of
the
hair.
in writing to a conveyance of all
real
^Dyspepsia or
vr Indigestion, Diseased Liv
Ltv-
--------------3J_ For any person recovering from any The efficacy of Moffat’s Life Pills and Phe viz :-Dyspepsia~
late hereinafter described, with all the build
S. X>. OSBORN
Bilioui Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Cos-1
er,
Bilious
nix
Bitters
having
been
tested
by
thousands
debility
the
same
effect
is
produced.
ings thereon, viz
A part of a certain farm,
“"» byJ “
f-g
4th_ If used in infancy till a good growth
for several years, and having estab tiveness, Worms and loss of Appetite, andI
—- AS received a large supply of GOODS
situate in York, aforesaid, the same I pur is started, it may be preserved by attention to yearly,
lished beyond further cavil their infinite su cleansing lhe stomach and b°wels’ ®“r“ ±1 which he will sell cheap for Cass,
chased of the widow Patience Nowell, out of
pSM^n^h^Siie^Stomach
anfl
Breast,
Cfflds
;_____
periority over all other specifics for human pains inlhe Side, Stomach and Breast,¿¡olds M
erchantable Pitch Pine and Harr
period of life.
the estate of Peter Nowell, deceased, as may the5«latest
,
h-It frees the head from dandruff, maladies, as the published testimony of hun 'and Coughs of long st«j
appear by the deed of said Patience to me, strengthens the roots, imparts health and vig dreds of grateful citizens has shown, Mr.
WOOD .. oovKTav vnow«.
consisting of one quarter part of all the our to the circulation, and prevents the hair Moffat respectfully suggests to the considera
many new
.........
wood, tillage and pasture land owned by from changing colour or getting gray.
tion of invalids suffering from whatsoever
to give satisfaction, and invites his old iriemw
said Peter Nowell at his decease, which 1
have
been
known
to
cure
this
afflicting
dis-|^g
n
6th—It causes the hair to curl beautifully malady they may, whether it is better to con
to call and see him. He respectfully re<lae8®
purchased of his widow, Patience Nowell ;
tinue to suffer the pangs and tortures of dis- ease after having baffled every exertion> lor those having accounts with him, to call as
done up in it over night.
and also all my right, title and interest 1 have when
QJ^No ladies’ toilet should ever be made1 ease, or by applying the remedy furnished in four years—It has a most powerful influence, soon as convenient and settle.
in or unto my wife Susan’s part or share, in
his LIFE MEDICINES, obtain a restoration in removing nervous complaints. It is pleas
Kennebunk, Feb. 5,1841.
____
the farm of said Peter, deceased, which now W 7th—Children who have by any means con to health, comfort and enjoyment ?
He ant to take, and so easy in its operation that
lies in common and undivided, being about
it
may
be
administered
to
the
infant
with
“PRINTER’S NOTICE!!
ar.®
i thinks there can be but one answer to this
sixty acres, more or less. Also, one other lot tracted vermin in th«
WE regret to be under the necessity o
question—and that answer an immediate ap safety.
of wood land, situate in York, adjoining land and perfectly cured of them by its use. It
once more reminding our Country
AGENT FOR YORK COUNTY,
plication of the SOVEREIGN ANTI
of Benjamin Rogers, Daniel McIntire, NaLATE MAYOR of Philadel- DOTES to be obtained at his principal otsubscribers that we are in want of Cash an
DANIEL REMICH.
dianiel Nowell, Joseph Junkins, and o hers,
Wood. We would now say to them, tnan
being the same land said McIntire sold to phia has certified under seal of the city to l fice, 375 Broadway, or at any of his numerWho will supply the article, to dealers, at unless they immediately attend to paying
me, fnd is the same land said McIntire pur the character of several divines, Phys,^’a ’ ous agencies,
the lowest wholesale prices.
____ the balances due, their demands will be p <
(EZ’These valuable Medicines are for sale
chased of Benjamin McIntire, and reference and gentlemen of high standmg who declare
in suit, without further notice. We shall r
positively
under
their
own
hands
(a
I
ot
by
DANIEL
REMICH,
Kennebunk.
may be had to said Benjamins deed foi a
NOTICE.
gret the necessity of resorting to sucn
August 6,1840.
better description of said lot, containing 20 which may be seen at the Office) that the balm
course, and sincerely hope they will obv
acres, more or |ess.”-Condiiions, &e. al sale. of Columbia is not only a certain presetvHE
subscriber
having
contracted
with
it by immediate
C^M 1CH.
ative, but positively a restorative of the human
notice
.
MARK E. MARSHALL, D. fob ft.
the
town
of
Wells
for
the
support
of
hair ; also, a cure for Dandruff. Who shal
-------ooo
-------March 4, 1841.
___________ _ dispute, or who go bald ?
the poor of said town, for one year commenKennebunk Gazette Office, ?
HEREAS my wife, OLIVE PEN cing in September last, and having made am
BEWARL '. 1—Some counterfeiters have
January 28, 1841.
$
NY, left rny bed and board, on oth ple provision for their maintenance, forbids
eou^meT
attempted to imitate this article. Let it never
of
January
last,
without
any
provocation,
and
ir$Y the subscriber, two new SLEIGHS ; be purchased or used unless it have the name
all persons harboring or trusting them on his
Thotnaslon Eime •
, refuses to return, 1 hereby forbid all persons
15 two second hand do. ; one second hand ot Comstock
Co. on a splendid wrapper.i harboring or trusting her on my account, as account or on account of the town, as he will ]
FEW CASKS just received, and for
Cl IA ISE ; one second hand GIG; two second This is the only external test that will secuie
nav no bills for their support.
_.r„
sale, by
WM. LORD & Co.
I will nav no debts of any name or nature ot p y
ENOCH GOODALE.
band HARNESSES all of which will be the public from deception.
her contracting. BENJAMIN PENNY.
I
Kennebunk,
March
13,1841.
Wells, Jan. 15, 1841.
sold on reasonable terms. k SARGENT.
For sale at Kennebunk by A. Warren.
Wells, March 4,1841.
September 26, 1840.
Kennebunk, Feb. 4-, 1841.
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